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Sum m ary o f Thesis
A summary of the properties of a semiconductor laser structure which 
are necessary for the simultaneous confinement of change and radiation 
w ithin the active layer is presented. Current spreading above the active layer 
and charge diffusion within it are calculated.
Spontaneous and stimulated emission are considered as the emissions 
from atomic dipoles in a bulk material. The physics of band to band transi­
tions is summarised and a simple computer model which allows transitions 
between semiconductor bands of arbitrary profile to be analysed is described. 
Results for band tails which are Gaussian or exponential w ell into the band 
gap are shown.
The confinement of radiation within the active layer is described in 
terms of electromagnetic theory. This is extended to a two dimensional gain 
guided stripe geometry structure by using the effective dielectric constant 
method. The field confinement parallel to the active layer is analysed and 
several approximate chaise carrier profiles are considered. An inverse squared 
hyperbolic cosine profile is found to be most satisfactory for describing a gain 
guided waveguide.
The spontaneous emission from three orthogonal dipoles is related to the 
spontaneous emission per unit volume calculated from band to band transi­
tions. The emitted dipole power is then related to the spontaneous emission 
coupled into the modes of an active gain guided optical waveguide. The cal­
culation uses a Green’s function method of analysis. The spontaneous power 
coupled per unit length to the fundamental gain guided TE and TM  ( LSE 
and LSM ) modes is then calculated for a range of photon energies and for 
different drive currents and device geometries.
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CHAPTER 1
1-1 Objective o f Thesis
Light emitting diodes, LEDs, <and semiconductor lasers rely on spontane­
ous emission to produce light. In  a laser the spontaneous emission is amplified 
in a Fabry-Perot cavity and results in one or more lasing lines each w ith a line 
width of less than 0.1 nm. 1 In  a laser the output spectrum is governed by the 
Fabry-Perot resonamce but the spontaneous emission contribution to a lasing 
mode is the phenomenon which initiates lasing action, and controls laser line
width. 2  In an LED the output is almost entirely due to spontaneous emission
*
and amplification by stimulated emission is unimportant. An interesting half­
way point is seen in the superluminescent LED, SLED, 3,4 where the spontane­
ous emission from w ell inside the device is of prime importance. This is 
amplified in a single pass through the medium to produce the output. SLEDs 
have potential as single pass optical amplifiers 5  but the spontaneous emission 
which accompanies the SLED action would act as noise in such an amplifier.
The thesis is a study of spontaneous emission in GaAs DH stripe geometry 
laser structures and its interaction w ith optical gain. In particular it is impor­
tant to discover the variation of spontaneous emission and optical gain w ith  
photon energy in gain and index guided structures. The analysis of gain guid­
ing structures is reviewed and the spontaneous emission coupled to a guided 
mode is calculated. No allowance is made for high light intensities and so the 
presence of light is not deemed to affect the material properties i.e. this 
analysis is only for devices operated below lasing threshold. An analysis of 
the spectral properties of gain and spontaneous emission is required in order to 
investigate the wavelength dependence of these phenomena.
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1-2 Content o f Thesis
To calculate the spectral characteristics of spontaneous emission w ith no 
reference to the stimulated gain would ignore the importance of the effects of 
gain guiding on the output spectrum of active waveguides. Whereas a 
knowledge of stimulated emission spectra without the corresponding spontane­
ous emission spectra w ill mean that no calculation of the spectral effect of 
noise would be possible. For this reason the guiding mechanism and the spon­
taneous emission are inextricably linked.
A summary o f the physical reasons behind the choice of laser structures is 
given in Chapter 2. The basic idea of a D-H semiconductor material as an opti­
cal waveguide providing simultaneously a real refractive index step and a 
method of confining a region of population inversion is presented. The prob­
lems of current spreading and out diffusion are reviewed and some of the steps 
that have been reported to try  to avoid these problems in laser diodes are out­
lined.
The calculations required in this study start w ith the solution of the 
current spreading properties of stripe geometry heterostructure devices and 
diffusion in the active layer. This allows the x variation of injected carrier 
density to be calculated. The current spreading is calculated from a simple 
analytic treatment which assumes that injection current density is a constant 
under the stripe contact. The analysis ( based on Ref.6 &  7 ) calculates a
■ ■"  2  type decay of current density beyond the stripe edge. A convenient
normalisation for current density has been introduced to generalise the 
analysis. The calculation of the carrier density in the active layer has been 
performed numerically for a large number of discrete regions of w idth, Ax. 
This avoids the problems of using three or five layer models for carrier profiles
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which are shown in Chpater 2 to be unsatisfactory. Should a slab model be 
desirable for calculation of the electromagnetic fields it would be reasonable to 
calculate the carrier profile first and then decide where to place the slab boun­
daries. The values used for the carrier density could then be calculated as an 
average value of the calculated profile over the appropriate region.
The quantum mechanics of spontaneous and stimulated emission are con­
sidered, and the basic equations required to calculate the emission spectra are 
derived. The properties of band to band transitions in semiconductors are 
analysed as it is necessary to find corresponding spontaneous and stimulated 
emission profiles before the aim of the thesis can be realised. Band to band 
transitions are calculated for parabolic bands both numerically and theoreti­
cally. The theoretical solutions are only valid near the band edge and are only 
based on parabolic bands. This analysis extends that of Marinelli 8 to include 
expressions for spontaneous emission. The main advantage of this kind of 
solution is that further calculations involving waveguiding properties can 
easily be made. By approximating the quasi-Fermi levels, Fc and Fv, in terms 
of the inversion populations, N  and P , 9 the spontaneous and stimulated emis­
sion are expressed in terms of N  and P . For low levels of inversion popula­
tion it is the low energy end of the spectrum that is important. For this rea­
son the effect of band tails on the semiconductor band shapes are considered 
and a computer model has been developed which includes these effects. 
Numerical calculations of the effect of changing parabolic bands for band 
shapes w ith  a fixed band ta il have shown that this produces stimulated and 
spontaneous emission profiles which no longer cut off so sharply near the band 
edge.
The guiding and the modal properties of dielectric slabs are outlined as a 
necessary part of the understanding of electromagnetic field confinement.
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The gain guided laser structure analysed in this thesis is a relatively wide 
guiding structure w ith a width of over 5/xm and thickness less than 0.3/zm, 
this w ill always be the case when there is diffusion in the active layer. In  this 
case it  is appropriate to use an effective dielectric constant method to calculate 
the modal properties of the guide. This has been done for waveguides which 
are created when current is injected into 5,7 and 10 fim stripe contacts. The 
gain spectrum from previous calculations 10 has been used corresponding to 
Kane band tails 11 w ith band tail lengths of 0.6kT  ^15meV. The resulting 
values of waveguide gain for different wavelengths and injection currents for a 
Gegenbauer polynomial 1,12 modal solution have been presented. From the 
analysis of parabolic bands an expression for the guiding parameter /x has been 
formulated explaining its behaviour w ith photon energy and carrier concentra­
tion.
The spontaneous emission spectum is calculated from the band to band 
transitions assuming that the emissions are those of an atomic electric dipole 
and represented as a power per unit volume. It  is therefore reasonable to con­
tinue to use an electric dipole to represent these emissions in a waveguide. 
Over a sm all volume an assumption is made that the power emitted by the 
dipoles w ith in  this volume can be represented by three orthogonal dipoles of 
equal strengths. The power from an infinitesimal dipole coupled to waveguide 
modes is then calculated for a spectrum of wavelengths using a dyadic Green's 
function method of analysis. This is then integrated over the guide cross- 
section to "give the increase, 8, in the power, Pihv), per unit length in z due to 
spontaneous emission. In the presence of optical gain, g , the rate of increase of 
power w ith  length is
dgfo'.} = gf(fa,)+8 (1-2.1)
CLZ
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Calculation of the variation of 6  w ith the inversion population, N , and 
photon energy, hv, is the final result of this thesis and is described in Chapter 
6 . The results show a complete spectrum of wavelengths for a gain guided 
waveguide. The power coupled from each of three orthogonal dipoles, x .y  and 
z-oriented, into both LSE and LSM, (TE  and T M ), modes. By using a dyadic 
Green’s function to find each of the contributions it  has been shown that the 
TE mode couples mainly from the x directed dipole but also from the z 
directed dipole. The TM  mode couples power m ainly from the y dipole but 
also from both other dipoles. The results of the analysis are compared to pre­
vious analyses, principally that of Peterman 12, to show how, for the peak 
wavelength, there is good agreement, but over the whole wavelength range of 
operation of a travelling wave optical amplifier the the wavelength dependent 
effects must be considered.
1-3 State o f the A rt Analysis
The problem of spontaneous emission in semiconductor light emitting 
devices, prim arily in GaAs, has received much attention in recent years. In  
particular papers by Peterman 12 and Suematsu 13. Both these authors calculate 
the spontaneous emission factor for laser diodes. Where the spontaneous emis­
sion factor is defined as
Both authors assume that the contribution to an oscillating mode w ith a dom­
inant Ex field couples power excusively from x oriented dipoles in the active 
layer of the device. This is the TE mode of the structure and the mode which 
is dominant in laser diodes. It  is also assumed that the TM  mode, w ith a dom­
inant Ey field, couples from the y oriented dipole.
Peterman 12 calculates the spontaneous emission factor and shows that it  
is proportional to ——  where
and K  is the astigmatism factor, i^ Gc) is the variation of the field profile paral­
lel to the heterojunction for the mode in question, L is the device length, d the 
active layer half thickness, r  the confinement factor fo r the mode perpendicular 
to the hetero junction and wejj is the effective w idth. The effective w idth is 
given by
rate of spontaneous emission into one oscillating mode 
total rate o f spontaneous emission
(1 -3 .2 )
(1 -3 .3 )
(1 -3 .4 )
where qspon Gc) represents the variation of spontaneous emission w ith x.
Streifer 1 uses this value of K  to show that w ith astigmatic modes, 
derived from a cosh-  2  profile for the carrier density in the active layer, the 
astigmatism factor can be very large. Sommers 14 showed that the ratio 
between spontaneous and stimulated transition rates can be used to develop an 
expression for the fraction of the total spontaneous emission that appears in 
the mode of a laser cavity w ith the highest gain. However he did not compare 
this w ith  K  or consider the explicit form of the modes in the cavity. Follow­
ing this, Patzak 15 pointed out that, according to quantum theory, the proba­
b ility  of photon emission into any mode is proportional to (N+1) , where N  is 
the number of photons in the mode, regardless of the structure of the device. 
In this case K  must be equal to one. This discrepancy was resolved by Mar­
cuse 16 who showed that, for modes which are not power orthogonal, the astig­
matism factor can be regarded as the number of power orthogonal modes 
required to express the field of a gainguided mode.
Several other approaches to the problem have been published. These 
include a heuristic approach 17 which agrees w ith Peterman’s K  factor for 
Gaussian profiles and analyses which show that very thin active layers also 
lead to astigmatism 18»19.
The calculation of the emission spectra obtained from a consideration of 
band to band transitions has a long history. Kane, 20, shows how parabolic 
bands 21 of a semiconductor are altered when the semiconductor is heavily 
doped. More rigorous treatment by Halperin and Lax 22  does not provide 
workable approximations for simple band to band transition models. Stem 16 
has produced a band to band transition matrix element which has the correct 
behaviour to provide an altogether more acceptable gain profile than any other 
previous work. Generally spontaneous emission profiles which correspond to
these gain profiles are not known. In  any case for detailed calculations the 
available data from graphs in papers is not sufficient. Previous calculations of 
approximate emission  ^spectra have given results in terms of quasi-Fermi levels 
23. This is unfortunate since the refractive index is generally considered to 
vary w ith  the inversion population and so calculations of gain and spontane­
ous emission spectra are incompatible w ith  models of gain guiding.
*9-
1-4 Results Achieved
The thesis contains several features which are not present in published 
work, some of which are simple extensions of previous work and some which 
are new. This section highlights the results achieved and outlines some of the 
approximations made to achieve them.
In the category of extensions to previous work is the calculation of band 
to band transitions w ith exponential and Kane band tails 14. The model pro­
duced by this is very simple but contains some features which are not con­
tained in models which rely on parabolic bands. Im portantly, the behaviour 
of the gain and spontaneous emission near the band edge no longer shows a 
sharp cut off which is shown by parabolic band shape models. The computer 
program which calculates these results has been arranged to store the band 
shapes in an array and interpolate from these points. In principle this allows 
an arbitrary band shape to be used to suit any required band ta il shapes. The 
results of this model are enoouragingly realistic and have been used to model 
real devices 10. This is extendable to any III-V  direct band gap semiconductor 
if  different effective masses are given.
The ideas of M arinelli 8 and Joyce and Dixon 9 have been combined to 
produce not only gain spectra as M arinelli calculated but also expressions for 
spontaneous emission spectra. These calculations give both functions in terms 
of quasi-Fermi levels or carrier density. This is particularly important since 
the waveguiding properties are generally found assuming that the change in 
refractive index of the active layer is dependent on carrier density. These 
approximations have been used to explain the spectral behaviour of spontane­
ous emission coupled to waveguide modes.
In laser diode structures the transverse guiding properties of the laser are 
analysed for the case of gain guided modes. The calculation of active
waveguides takes the form af LSE and LSM modes. Spontaneous emission is 
represented by dipole radiation from infinitesimal dipoles w ithin the active 
layer. The inclusion of a ll five fields and the use of a dyadic Gieen’s function 
shows that the y dipole only couples to the TM  ( LSM ) modes but both other 
dipoles couple to both LSE and LSM modes.
The calculation of the spectral properties of the gain allows a comprehen­
sive formulation of the wavelength dependence of the modal gain for the fun­
damental mode to be computed. This shows that the same waveguide behaves 
differently at different wavelengths. In a laser diode this is not of great 
significance but in a travelling wave amplifier it is important. Not only is the 
gain dependent on the wavelength but also on the polarisation of the mode. 
The modal gain is calculated by using the effective dielectric constant method 
and this is used for both polarisations. The results do not show significant 
variations in the gain between the two polarisations. The use of the Green’s 
dyadic allows the spontaneous emission into either polarisation to be calcu­
lated from each of the three orthogonal dipoles considered. In addition to the 
optical gain the spontaneous emission has been calculated for the bulk 
material. This allows the wavelength dependence of the coupling of spontane­
ous emission to be analysed for corresponding gain and spontaneous emission 
profiles. The spontaneous emission in the waveguide is calculated assuming 
that it  is radiated by three orthogonal elementary dipoles. The coupling of the 
y dipole to TM  modes and the x dipole to TE modes is most significant. The z 
dipole couples to both modes but the power coupled is only a few percent of 
that from the main contributors. The x dipole contributes to the TM  modes 
but the power coupled is much less than the other two contributions.
The results show that the spontaneous emission at the peak gain can be 
approximated as being proportional to Peterman’s astigmatism factor but
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when the mode is near cut off the approximation breaks down. This can be 
explained in two ways. First, as a modification of Peterman's analysis to take 
account of the variation of the effective w idth w ith wavelength, which is 
expected as the field is near cut off and so spreads out anyway. Second, the 
idea of effective w idth itself can be disregarded and the fu ll expression derived 
for spontaneous emission can be considered. This leads to the spontaneous 
emi&lon being proportional to C0= -Jk  and another parameter
fWxWlsponfc _ K  
f 2(x )d x  f j spon dx we /
Whichever explanation is used the result is that for a gain guided waveguide 
the spontaneous emission at any wavelength is increased by a factor which is 
between K  and C 0  over a comparable index guided waveguide. However, for 
the wavelength at the peak gain, w ithout reference to what the wavelength is, 
the spontaneous emission is increased by approximately K. I t  should be noted 
that no waveguide is entirely index guided if  it  has optical gain so that the 
astigmatism factor is never actually one. It  is only one for lossless 
waveguides. I f  the structure is such that the guiding mechanism is totally  
dominated by the difference in the real part of the refractive index of the 
confining layers then the astigmatism w ill be approximately one.
- 12 -
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CHAPTER 2
2-1 Double Heterostructure Devices
The object of this introduction is to describe the .physical characteristics 
of a semiconductor laser diode type stucture which are required to create an 
optical waveguide w ith gain. The structure must of course guide light and, in 
general, light is guided by a region of higher refractive index. I f  the device is 
to have optical gain then the same region which guides the light must also 
confine the carriers. To ensure a strong interaction between light and carriers 
this region must be a direct band gap semiconductor. This is the "active" 
region in which transitions between bands take place. Such an "active layer" 
can be produced by growing heterostructure layers of IH -V  semiconductors 
and forming a p-n junction. I f  the lattice match is good then the potential 
step in the semiconductor bands at boundary B, ( Fig. 2-1 ), between the 
active layer and surrounding layers, ensures that there is virtually  no reverse 
injection of electrons into the active layer. The refractive index of the sur­
rounding layers is lower than that of the active layer and in a ll practical 
cases this means that their band gap is wider too. This ensures that light, not 
completely confined in the active layer, w ill not be absorbed by the sur­
rounding layers. In the case of GaAs-GaAlAs structures w ith GaAs active 
layers and GaAlAs surrounding layers a highly doped GaAs contact layer is 
needed if  an ohmic contact is to be made. The active layer must not be too 
close to this contact layer which would absorb the light propagating w ithin  
it. In  this way both light and carriers can be confined by a layered structure. 
( Fig 2-2 ).
In  Chapter 4 the form of the electromagnetic fields confined by a layered 
slab structure is considered and the maximum active layer thickness for only
- 16-
one to propagate is given in terms of the refractive indeces of the layers nx 
and n 2, the layer thickness d 2  and the free space wavenumber k0.
In  a CiaAs-GaAlAs structure 3.55 and n2~  3.39 so that w ith k^0.9um
A further design factor is that the active layer should be as thin as possible 
to increase the carrier density and hence the optical gain. However, as the 
electromagnetic field extends beyond the active layer, the gain for the pro­
pagating mode is maximised by maximising the product of gain and fraction 
of the mode within the guide. The optimum active layer thickness is between 
0.2/im and 0.3/zm.
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Fig. 2.-2 Laser Diode Structure
Fig. 2-2 The crossection of a laser diode, perpendicular to 
the stripe contact, width w, is shown. The structure is 
symmetric about the line X-X and the active layer is the thin 
layer of thickness d . The current distribution in the device 
is shown splitting into three components, I  a directly from 
the contact to the active layer and I0 to either side.
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2-2 Stripe Contacts
To confine the current in the lateral, x direction, the simplest approach is 
to confine the area of current injection. The contact then takes the form of a 
simple stripe. In  the case of a simple planar structure the current w ill inevit­
ably spread out to either side under the stripe. I f  the current spreads out 
then the current density entering the active layer is reduced. This would 
produce a corresponding reduction in inversion population. The optical gain 
of the structure is dependent on carrier density and if  this can be maximised 
the device w ill perform better.
To improve the carrier confinement the areas on either side of the stripe 
can be proton bombarded 1 or oxygen implanted 2 (  Fig. 2 -3a ). The crystal 
lattice is thereby damaged, particularly near the surface, depending on the 
depth to which the protons reach. There are two possible outcomes. In both 
cases the resistivity of the top GaAlAs layer is increased, confining the car­
riers to enter the active layer only under the stripe. I f  protons reach deep 
into the sample then the active layer itself w ill be affected. This does not 
totally stop carrier diffusion away w ithin the active layer but it reduces the 
diffusion constant by up to 30%3. A t the same time it  reduces the carrier life­
time by a factor of twenty, leading to greater carrier loss through out 
diffusion. In some circumstances oxygen implantation does not greatly 
reduce carrier lifetime and can be used to improve device performance in this 
configuration 2.
Another solution to the problem of carrier confinement is to etch away 
the layers on either side of the stripe to form a mesa ( Fig. 2-3b ). I f  only 
the layers above the stripe are etched then the current spreading is controlled 
and the guiding mechanism is provided through the effective change in the 
refractive index of the active layer on either side of the stripe. I f  the active
- 2 0 -
layer is also etched away then the mesa would have to be very narrow if  it  is 
to form  a single mode guide. Alternatively a region of semiconductor could 
be grown on either side which has a high resistivity and a refractive index 
only slightly less than that of the active layer 4. This structure causes 
purely index guiding because of the refractive index step in the x direction.
Passive guiding which produces a single x directed mode requires a value
of effective frequency vx less than Since the w idth of the stripe is much
greater than the thickness of the active layer this implies a smaller refractive 
index step in x than in y is needed to ensure a single lateral mode. A simple 
passive guiding structure can be produced by diffusing an im purity into the 
region below the stripe in a planar structure (Fig. 2 -3c ). The w idth of the 
diffusion w ill be the width of the passive guiding region and in general the 
stripe contact w ill be wider than this. The passive guiding comes from the 
fact that material into which the im purity has diffused has a higher refrac­
tive index than the original material 5 . So that the effective dielectric con­
stant in the diffusion region under the stripe is higher than that on either 
side. However, this does not relieve the problem of current spreading.
For monomode laser operation one of the best solutions is to create a 
passive guide by etching a groove under the stripe and regrowing w ith a GaA- 
lAs layer. I f  liquid phase epitaxy is used then the GaAlAs w ill grow pre­
ferentially in the groove leaving a curved surface over its cross section. When 
the active layer is grown it takes up a crescent shape profile, thicker in the 
centre than at the edge. It  may even become detached from the GaAs layer at 
either side 6. ( Fig. 2 -3d ). This crescent shaped active layer reduces current 
spreading and confines the optical field to the centre.
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The width of the active part of the active layer for a monomode guide 
can be calculated from equation (2-1.1) if  the slab approximation is accepted. 
Even when the slab approximation is not valid the result w ill give the order 
of magnitude of the active w idth and so the stripe w idth. The step in the 
refractive index in the x direction is very small, of the order of 10“ 4., which 
is smaller than the index step in the y direction. This implies a stripe w idth  
of the order of 10/* m.
The object of this thesis is not to study laser phenomena. The object is 
to study the effect of spontaneous emission under "below threshold" condi­
tions and how it couples to a guided mode. The results only apply to travel­
ling wave optical amplifier structures w ith anti reflection coated facets. The 
simplest structure is one which has no index guiding built in. The x direction 
guiding mechanism is governed by carriers injected into the active layer. 
Despite the action of current spreading and diffusion of carriers, the carrier 
density profile can readily be calculated and the waveguiding analysed.
-? 2 -
a / Proton bombarded/ 
oxygen implanted
b /  Mesa
c / Z n  or impurity diffused
d /  Channelled substrate 
planar
Fig. 2-3 Lateral structures for 
charge and radiation confinement.
Fig. 2-3 There are several methods of improving charge and 
radiation confinement in heterostructure light emitting 
diode structures. Some of these are illustrated here. The 
active layer in all cases is the thin shaded region.
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2-3 The M odel Under The Stripe
In  broad stripe contact devices ( w> 15/im ) the injected current can be 
considered as entering the active layer only under the stripe contact. Current 
spreading and carrier diffusion do not greatly increase the width of the active 
section of the active layer which is important. In  narrow stripe devices, 
except for mesa or non continuous active layers, the carriers spread out under 
the stripe due to current spreading below the stripe and diffusion in the 
active layer ( Fig. 2-2 ).
The problem of current spreading has been treated analytically in 
several ways. 7'8«9'10 A fu ll solution would involve an analysis of the 
potential variation in the layers above the active layer and a model of the p-n 
junction effect in that layer. Such an analysis would yield mainly numerical 
results. The theory proposed by Yonezu et al. 14 and followed by Tsang 8, 
gives an insight into how the carrier density in the active layer is affected and 
is closely followed here. The total current through the stripe is Is but this 
splits into two components, 1A into the active layer and Jx parallel to the 
junction in each direction, so that
Is = Ia +2Ix  (2 -3 .1 )
The current density entering the active layer JA , is assumed to be uni­
form in the region beneath the stripe, because of the close proximity of the 
stripe contact. Outside the stripe, however, the current density must vary 
w ith position.
Consider an elemental region at a position x where x »  — .
The change in the current flowing in the x direction is due to the current 
flowing across the p-n junction of the active layer. Then referring to Fig.2-2,
-24-
— dlx = Jy{x) L dx (2 -3 .2 )
Where L is the length of the contact. Since JY is the current across a p-n 
junction, it  is related to the junction voltage by
h  -  Jsat (« PtfiVj ) - 1 )  (2-3 .3 )
The voltage drop in the x direction is related to the resistance of the
layers above the active layer and the current flowing in them.
dVx (x)
— Rs Ix (2 -3.4 )
j  d ^ d ^
Where —— = —  + —  and p3, p4 and d 3, d 4 are the sheet resistivities and 
R s P 3 Pa
thicknesses of layers three and four. ( See Fig. 2-2 and Fig. 2-4 )
Differentiating equation ( 2-3.3 ) and substituting for Jsat, and for dx
from ( 2-3.4 ), since the junction voltage Vx = Vj and assuming
exp(j8 Vj)»  1, gives
d^/y d/v
(2~3-5 )




1 . x — w / 2
lo
(2-3.6a)
i 0= --------   (2-3.6b)
Differentiating this and comparing w ith  (2 -3 .2 ) gives the y directed current
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density 7y as a f  unction of x 
JaJy GO =
1 + x— w/2
(2-3.7a)
/ x (w/2)
U 2 (2 -3 .7b)
This implies that = JA wL= Ix (w/2)y- which allows Ix (^ ~) to be substi- 





It  is convenient at this point to convert to current densities since JA is the 
quantity required from this analysis. A new constant Jq  with dimensions of 
current density is now defined as Jq = (/lRsV/2\vz)~ 1 so that
h  = JA +iUA JQ)'h
From which it follows that
(2-3.9)
JA — Js — 2 J q L Js
Vi
l  + -r~ - 1
JQ
(2 -3.10)
For wide stripes J q is small, and JA tends to Js .
The characteristic spreading distance can also be w ritten in terms of Jq
I  -  —  




which is large when J q  is large but does not increase in proportion to stripe 
width.
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To illustrate the behaviour of JA w ith Js these quantities have been 
normalised to J q and plotted in Fig. 2 -5a . For an efficient device JA should 
be nearly equal to Js but this relies on Js being much greater than J q  . J q
itself is dependant on both material properties and device structure. A plot
Iq J§
of —  against . is also shown.
w J q
A plot of the y directed current density as a function of its position x 
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Fig 2-4 Current flow in 
elemental region of width dx.
Fig. 2-4 The current flow parallel to the junction, lx , 
rise to a finite current density into the active layer, 
on either side of the stripe contact.
gives 
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F i g .  2 -5 o  N o r m a l is e d  a c t i v e  l a y e r  c u r r e n t  d e n s i t y  an d  n o r m a l is e d  
c u r r e n t  s p r e a d in g  l e n g t h  vs .. n o r m a l is e d  i n j e c t i o n  c u r r e n t  d e n s i t y .  
T h is  shows t h a t  t h e  a c t i v e  l a y e r  c u r r e n t  d e n s i t y  i s  a lm o s t  l i n e a r l y  
d e p e n d e n t  on  i n j e c t i o n  c u r r e n t  d e n s i t y  f o r  and  t h a t  t h e
d i f f u s i o n  le n g t h  d e c r e a s e s  a s  J$ in c r e a s e s .
0 2 0-6
l o / w
Fig 2 -5 b Stripe injection current density
The model used assumes that the current density under 
the stripe contact is constant but decays inversly as x squared 
outside the active layer. Three different levels of injection 
are illustrated to show the effect of the change in current 
spreading length on the tails of the current density distribution.
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2-4 D iffusion o f C arriers
The carriers are in itia lly  injected through the stripe and some current 
spreading may occur above the active layer. In  the active layer the carriers 
diffuse away from their in itial position because of their random thermal 
motion. The one dimensional diffusion equation takes the form
Where g is the optical power gain and P(hv) is the optical power. I f  the pho­
ton density is small then the term gPihv) may be ignored. M x ) is the den­
sity of charge carriers, D  is the diffusion coefficient, x is the distance from the 
centre of the guide, /yGc) is the current density, q is the electronic charge and 
4 2 is the guide thickness. The spontaneous electron lifetime is t s . An ana­
lytic  solution is possible if  rs is assumed constant and the current density 
/yGc) has the profile
This has the solution shown below in equation (2 -4 .3 ) ( see fig. 2-6a )
(2-4.1)
JYW  = JA 1x1 < y (2 -4 .2a)
(2 -4 .2b)




Where ls = (Dts ) In  fact the spontaneous lifetim e of electrons depends on 
the carrier density
r~l=B(N+Po) (2-4.4a)
The exact solution of (2 -4 .1 ) is no longer simple but a stepwise numerical 
approximation can be found. I f  a number of discrete regions of carrier den­
sity are considered w ith  different values of rs then ts for region r  is given
The second derivative term of N  in (2 -4 .1 ) can be replaced by the central 
difference form ula
Where Dtd = (Ax)2 and Ax is the w idth of each elemental region. The 
diffusion equation (2 -4 .1 ) now becomes
The values of Jr can be determined from the current spreading properties dis­
cussed in section 2-3 and can have any distribution required.
To solve (2 -4 .6 ) by numerical methods a set of recurrence relations for 
Nr is now derived. To do this the boundary conditions must be considered. 
Since the problem is symmetrical only one side of the distribution needs to be 
calculated. I f  is the value of N  nearest the stripe centre and N 0 the value 
to the left then = N 0 ( See Fig. 2-6b ). A t the other extreme, since N  can­
not actually be zero for large x , ( only x-*oo ), the choice of tends todx
zero for x tends to infinity is made. i.e. Nn =  Nn+,, so that w ith
by














Substituting the second boundary condition gives for r = n






Where x„/ =  —  and 37/ =  — —  Now for the next region, r -  (n — 1 ) from
* * xn
(2 -4 .8 ) and (2 -4 .9 )
JVr -  x r ( ( x / + J Nr + y /_  1) + Nr_ j )  - yr = 0
i.e.
Where
lVr =  x r./ JVI. _ 1 +  yr/ (2-4.10)




And so (2 -4 .10) is identical in form to (2 -4 .9 ) and (2 -4 .10) and (2-4.11)
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represent general recurrence relations for (n— l)^ r > 2
Finally the boundary condition at x= 0 gives, from (2 -4 .8 )
x 1( N 2 +  N 0)  +  y 1
but from (2 -4 .10) w ith r = 2 it  follows that
N ^  yi + xtfz (2 -4.12)
1 —^1^2“
So, this analysis has resulted in two sets of recurrence relations, the first 
in x r  and yr  and the second in N r . The solution for constant r s is simply 
found by using the recurrence relations in x r and yr  to establish y ( and 
hence N  j  and so a ll values of N r . When ts is dependent on N  it is necessary 
to start by finding a solution w ith constant t s and then calculating r r and so 
x r and yr  from the result. This procedure can be repeated until the solution 
converges to the required accuracy.
Solutions found in this way are useful in considering the shape of the 
carrier profile for devices where current spreading is also important, and have 
the further advantage of including a variable ts .
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Fig 2 - 6q  Carrier profile for t, constant
Fig. 2~6a The carrier profile can be calculated for the case 
where the diffusion time is constant and the current density 
on either side of the stripe contact is zero. The three curves 
represent different diffusion lengths as indicated.
N
Nc Ni N 3
Nn-2 N'nA Nn Nn,
Ax
Fig 2 -6b Regions of carrier density
Fig. 2-6b In order to solve the diffusion equation for an 
arbitrary current density profile and a variable diffusion 
time the active layer is split into a number of elemental 
regions, each with a different carrier concentration.
2-5 A ppropriate D iffusion Profiles
In general, it  is easier to find an approximation to the carrier profile in 
the active layer than to use a computer calculated profile. The simplest way 
to do this is to consider a three layer slab waveguide w ith three regions of 
constant refractive index, and hence constant carrier density. Obviously, the 
carrier density w ill be expected to be some kind of average value over each 
region. These values can be calculated by letting A x, the width of an elemen­
tal region in the numerical solution of the diffusion equation, be equal to the
stripe width, or half the stripe width, (Fig. 2 -7 ). I f  Ax= then the boun-
dary conditions can be set at x = 0 and for x-> oo.
d N  d NA t x= 0 —— = 0 and so N t = N n, and for x-»oo ----- = 0. This implies
dx dx
that N 2~ N $ ( See Fig. 2-7a ) . However, the mode profile for a bound mode 
of such a slab results in a field which tends to zero exponentially as x tends 
to infinity. In practice, N  becomes very small for large x  but w ith this 
boundary condition N  has a constant value. A better approximation might 
to be to let N-*0 as x -*o o  . i.e. N 3= 0 . For the case of Ax = w ( Fig 2-7b ) 
the boundary conditions occur for x~* ± oo and can be either of these two dis­
cussed. These solutions are tabulated in Table 2-1 for the case where the 
current density enters the active layer only under the stripe. In principle the 
analysis can be extended to the situation where / 2 is also non zero. In  fact 
this simple analysis has some important drawbacks. The solutions of the 
diffusion equation (2 -4 .3 ) w ith a constant spontaneous electron lifetim e t s 
should provide similar results for the average value of N  in each region. The 
maximum value N max a* x= 0 f ° r (2 -4 .3 ) is given by
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J j sN mKX is 0.63—— . The average value under the stripe, for the same numerical
2
Jtsvalues, is 0.51— —. The solutions in Table 2-1 are for the same numerical qd
values but three of the four give an average value of N  which is greater than 
this value of Nmax. A more realistic solution can be obtained by changing the 
ratio of t s and r D , but another approach might be more reliable.
The carrier profile can be calculated as described for a large number of 
elementary regions. The average values required for the slab model can then 
be found by simply calculating the average in each region. In this way the 
effect of any current profile can be included and the value of N  can s till be 
calculated. Using this method the actual position of the slab boundary is no 
longer necessarily the stripe edge. An effective slab w idth can be defined on 
any number different principles. One possibility would be to let the effective
N m a xslab boundary be at the position where N= max2
The electromagnetic fields do not have to be derived from slab boundary 
conditions if  another set of orthogonal functions can be found which 
represent the electromagnetic field ditribution 12'13*14. The solution of the 
diffusion equation for a symmetric stripe guide leads to diffusion profiles 
which are symmetric, N(x) is an even function. The Lorentz distribution and
a cosh 2 profile would have the correct behaviour as x-* oo. If  the elec­
tromagnetic fields are closely bound to the area under the stripe then the car­
rier profile need only match the numerically calculated values under the
stripe. In this situation a parabolic 14 or a cos 2 xw
13 type profile might be
considered. To compare these different approximations each of these curves 
can be normalised so as to coincide w ith the calculated profile at the stripe
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centre and the stripe edge. Those distributions which tend to zero for x~* 00 
could be further adjusted so that they tend to some finite lim it but this has 
not been done.
These carrier profile functions that have been plotted are tabulated in 
Table 2-2 along w ith the expressions for the normalisation w idth of each. 
N  2 is the value of N  at the stripe edge and N 0 the value at the stripe centre. 
These profiles are plotted in Fig. 2-8.
A ll these suggested profiles can be expected to fit the carrier profile rea­
sonably w ell close to the stripe but only profiles 3 and 4 show the correct 
behaviour for x-* 0 0  . For this reason profiles 3 and 4 would seem to be the 
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Table 2-1 g iv ^  the* solutions for N , and N?  lo r several sets o f boundary 
conditions. These are 1 he w id th , Aa . of the layers and the boundary condition 
fo r J , = J and J 2 =  J , =  0.
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CHAPTER 3
3-1 L igh t Emission in  D irect Band Gap Semiconductors
Spontaneous and stimulated emission in semiconductors are of prime 
importance for optoelectronic devices. Consequently calculations of these 
phenomena in III-V  semiconductors, and in particular GaAs, have been made. 
1 ’2’3 In many cases the object has been to find the maximum gain and 
corresponding spontaneous emission over a narrow band for comparison w ith  
the performance of D -H  lasers. In the study of active guides where lasing does 
not occur, gain is important because it forms the guided mode. For a spectral 
treatment of active guides it  is therefore important to know the gain and 
corresponding spontaneous emission strength over a wide range of 
wavelengths. Such a detailed set of results has not appeared in the literature 
to date and for this reason some calculation is necessary. Several approximate 
models have been developed 4'5*6 but none include any band tailing which is 
characteristic of degenerate impure semiconductors. 1,8 The band tails occur at 
energies w ithin the band gap of the pure crystal and contribute to the output 
spectrum of any device, particularly at low levels of injection.
Light is emitted in semiconductors as the result of a transition of an elec­
tron between the conduction and valence bands. In thermal equilibrium there 
are a few occupied states in the conduction band and sim ilarly a few empty 
states in the valence band. An electron in the conduction band has a certain 
probability of falling into one of the empty valence bgmd states. In doing so a 
photon is created, the energy of which is the energy difference between the two 
states.
Should a photon of suitable energy pass through the semiconductor there 
is a possibility that it might cause a electron transition. In thermal
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equi librium this has a greater probability of being an upward transition 
because there are few occupied states in the conduction band. In this process 
the photon is absorbed. I f  the photon should cause a downward transition 
then a new photon is created w ith the same energy and in phase w ith the origi­
nal. If , by some means, the number of electrons in the conduction band can be 
made to exceed the number of holes in the valence band then the number of 
stimulated emissions can be made greater than the number of absorptions.
The theory of band to band transitions gives the basic equations w ith  
which to derive a working approximation for the spectral radiation charac­
teristics of GaAs. The approximations must be as simple as possible and yet 
still show the same behaviour as experimental results. Although attempts by 
this author to measure gain and spontaneous emission profiles were unsuccess­
fu l this has been done by other authors9, and the results are in agreement w ith  
those of Stern3. The spectral characteristics of the radiation are dependent 
upon the conduction and valence band shapes. The simplest model considered 
is based on parabolic band shapes. The calculations of Marinelli 6 are com­
bined w ith approximations for the Fermi-levels proposed by Joyce and Dixon 
5. This analysis provides an analytic model for gain and spontaneous emission 
in terms of the inversion population.
The effect of band tails on the basic parabolic band shapes is investigated. 
Theoretically derived band tail lengths depend on screening lengths for an elec­
tron. Since the screening length changes w ith  inversion population the band 
ta il lengths change too. This is easiest to see in the expressions for the Kane 
band tail 7. (3 -3.2 ,3) The screening length \/ks is proportional to N ^ lfe and 
so varies very little  over an order of magnitude of NAV. Consequently, for the 
sake of simplicity, a model based on fixed band ta il lengths is considered. A 
computer program has been w ritten which can be used to produce gain and
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spontaneous emission spectra for any band ta il shapes. O f most interest here 
are Kane band tails and an exponential band ta il. Exponential-like band tails 
have been reported 10 and analysed 4 and are w ithin the range of possible band 
ta il shapes predicted by Halperin and Lax 11. Comparisons between these 
functions, parabolic bands and the analytic model are made.
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3-2 Sum m ary o f the Physics o f Band to  Band Transitions
This section is a brief review of the transition probabilities between 
energy levels in semiconductors which is needed before calculations can be 
made.
Planck’s Law for thermal radiation 10,12 states that the photon density 
emitted from a black body is given by
* / . „ ) =  «   C32 1}
(/ic)3(exp(hi//&r)—  1)
Where n is the refractive index and n =  n + • The process of stimulated
recombination and generation of photons by a two level, (NltN 2), system can 
be described by
= B l2Nm K h v )=  (3-2.2)dr dr
= B 21NE2K h v )  =  —  (3-2.3)dr dr
and the process of spontaneous emission can be described by
d^ £ 2  & XT _ f o 0 ^—  A 21NE2 - —  (3-2.4)
Where B l2.B2i and A 21 are the Einstein transition probabilities 12. In equili­
brium, w ith a ll processes occuring simultaneously
B l2NE1Pihv ) = A 2 1 +  B 21NE2K h v) (3-2.5)
I f  NE1 and NE2 are given by Boltzmann statistics w ith Fermi level F  then at an 
energy level E x
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Nm  = Ngfix.jKf.F- Ej/kT) (3 -2 .6 )
and sim ilarly for NE2. Combining these two results it becomes apparent that 
B 2 1 = B 12= B and by rearranging (3 -2 .5 ) Khv) can be given as
Hhv) expCCE2- E l)/kT)-l (3-2.7')
This is clearly Plank’s Law for thermal radiation w ith A -ZB  where Z is the 
number of modes per unit volume and
Z =  (3 -2 .8 )
(.he?
I f  either A  or B can be calculated then the other follows. 13-14. The
transition coefficient B is calculated by Stern. The analysis starts w ith the 
Schroedinger wave equation.
-  = JR&- ( 3 . 2 .9 )
Where 1 0 12  is the probability function describing the position of an electron. 
The solution for 0  can be given in terms of orthogonal spatial field functions 




If  the system of one atom is perturbed by an electric field E then 
Schroedinger’s wave equation is perturbed. Only an electric dipole transition 
need be considered. I f  q is the electronic charge and r 0  the electron position 
relative to the atomic centre then
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,7 iM = -Jtjh 2m V 2tf> +Vty + E.gr0 (3-2.11)
The solution can now be expressed w ith additional time dependencies ak (r).
0  =  Z a * ( 0 “*exp  
*
(3-2.12)
Substituting this in equation (3 -2 .11) and simplifying using the orthogonality 
properties of uk gives
da.
j R~ ^ -  =  e /“ "  ‘ /^n ’ E r 0 94>k dT (3-2.13)
Where <0 ^  = = (E2~E{)/Ti corresponding to a transition between energy
levels E 2 and E x or energy states n and k . I f  the electric field is a plane wave 
of the form xE0cos(u>t— kz) and energy density P(hv} = ViEq this simplifies to
a „  =  —




The dipole moment Dx is the x component of D.
D = / ^ m r 0 # *  dT (3-2.15)
Only one of the terms in the brackets is significant at any one time, when 
<!>&&= ±o>. By integrating ^  I2 over a ll frequency, provided the final state 
into which the electron transits exists, the probability of an absorption in time 
t is
. f*\\2 7T IDI2K M |2 = y — ■ (3-2.16)
Where the assumption is made that IDz I2 can be replaced by IDI2/3. The rate
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of transitions is proportional to the number of electrons in the upper state, N  j 
and the probability of a transition. The rate of power emission Rstim is also 
proportional to the photon energy so that
(3-2.17)
Stern 15 refers to the band to band transition matrix IMI and not the dipole 
transition element ID I but these are related by
/0„‘Exo?0 m &t = 3 - A 0 IM I = Eq IDI (3-2.18)
so that
Rslm = 'y2'^ '2 K h v W ! (3-2.19)
6em Tui)
The Einstein coefficient B is then given by
B =  h q 2 IM I2  (3 -2.20)
6em Ttii)
The value of the band to band transition matrix IM^, I2 is given by Stern 2,15 
as
IM j j l2 m 2£ .  ,
— *%— = ^ — *L (3-2.21)3 2 mc
Where Eg is the band gap and mc is the effective electron mass. A more com­
plex analysis by Kane 7,16 includes spin orbit splitting in the valence band giv­
ing
_  m Z E
<  IM 66 1 > a v  ~  2m
A + Eg
2A + 3 Eg (3-2.22)
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Where A is the spin orbit splitting. The extra A term is only a small correc­
tion for GaAs since A « E g. Where m ultiple energy levels are present in a 
semiconductor not a ll energy levels are necessarily filled. In  the lim it for high 
im purity concentrations the bands are degenerate. This is assumed in follow­
ing calculations and approximations.
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3-3 Band Shapes and Emission Profiles
This section considers approximations to semiconductor band shapes and 
presents the equations for calculating spontaneous and stimulated transition 
profiles. The shape of semiconductor bands is parabolic in the simplest 
approximation w ith  density of states function
Where Ec is the energy relative to the band edge and mc is the effective elec­
tron mass. In practice band shapes deviate from this, w ith extra states near 
the band edge due to impurities. Several authors show the difficulty of pro­
ducing a function which reflects the shape of bands in semiconductors. 17,18 
Two of note are Kane 7 and Halperin and Lax 11,19. Halperin and Lax predict 
band tails which decay at the bands edge as exp(—En /kT) where n varies 
between 0.5 and 2.0, but their results are hard to use, being discontinuous near 
the band edge. Kane finds a band tail approximation which is Gaussian w ell 
into the band gap and parabolic w ell into the band. The length of these band 
tails depends on the screening length for an electron and is sufficiently different 
between these two methods that Stern calculated band tails from the Halperin 
and Lax analysis and fitted a Kane band tail shape to it. Kane band tails are 
given by
(3-3.2 )
Where x= kv/i) and Kane defines the band tailing parameter, 7) as
(3-3.3a)
Here ks is the Thomas-Fermi screening length, mc the electronic mass and ND 
the doping density.
The electron and hole densities can be calculated from the density of 
states functions w ith effective masses mc and and the occupation factors fc 
and / v . These are given by Fermi-Dirac statistics w ith quasi-Fermi levels Fc 
and Fv. The electron density is given by the integral over a ll conduction band 
states 10
N =  Jpc(Mc)fc(Mc) dEc (3 -3.4)
The hole density is given by
P= fpv (£„ )[1 - / v (Ev )] d£v (3 -3.5 )
The total spontaneous transition rate at a given frequency, and photon 
energy, depends on the number of starting and finishing states that can be 
found w ith the correct energy separation and the probability of a transition. 
The transition probability, B , depends on IM I2. I f  this is the same for a ll ini­
tial and final states then the spontaneous transition coefficient is given by
rslhn*=Bfpc(Mc)pv<;Evyc(EcXl-fv(.Ec-hv)]dEc (3 -3.6 )
Where Ev = hv — Eg— Ec. The rate of spontaneous emission is Z rspon where z is 
the number of modes per unit volume. The nett stimulated transition rate is 
given sim ilarly by
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rstim = B fpc (Ec ) Py (Ev ) t/c (£c ) - / „  (£c -  to )] d£c (3 -3 .7 )
The rate of stimulated emission is P{hv) rstinl. The total spontaneous emission
'■span is given by integrating Zrsvon over hv. By changing the variable of
integration this becomes
R spon -  Aff P c & c )  Pv  ) /c  Csc)[l - ; / w (E g  -  ) ]  dEc d£v
= A N  P (3 -3.8 )
Where Af and P are the electron and hole densities. I f  no external carriers are 
injected then the recombination rate is A N qP0. In  the excited state this 
becomes
= A [ ( W + W 0)CP+T0)- (3 -3.9 )
and in equilibrium Af= P gives the spontaneous lifetim e of the carriers, ts as
t ~ 1 = A (N  + Na - Nd ) (2-3.10)
Where (NA — ND ) is the difference in doping densities and equal to (P0— N 0). 
This links the Einstein coefficient A  w ith the spontaneous lifetim e coefficient, 
Br, in Chapter 2.
The ratio (fc —/ v) / ( /c( l —/ v)) depends only on the difference between Ec 
and Ev and so is independent of Ec and Ev beacause the two energy levels are 
always separated by the photon energy hv. M ultiplying rspon in equation (3 - 
3.6) by this factor and rearranging gives
r slim ( f c  f v )
span
= 1 — exp
hv — Fc+ Fv
kT (3-3.11)
This Is independent of the variable of integration. Ec, and shows quite clearly
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that there are only nett stimulated downward transitions when (Fc — Fv )>hv.
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3-4 Approxim ate Solutions
Several authors 4 '5 '6  have studied approximate models for optical gain in 
semiconductors, and in particular in GaAs. In  general the object of these 
papers has been to try  to derive expressions for lasing phenomena in laser 
diodes. Analytic models tend not to include band tailing effects but have the 
advantage of producing more tractable results than computational methods. A 
computer model is to be used here to include band tailing effects. However, to 
gain some insight into the processes some analytic approximations are also 
developed. Marinelli 1 derives an approximate analytic solution by considering 
the bands to be parabolic and defines the stimulated transition rate to be
h v - E g
’-sttm(hv)=C f  Ec‘AEvvXfc -fy)dEc (3 -4.1 )
0
The band shapes are given simply by E^h and £v%, and C is a m ultiplying con­
stant including a ll other constants. Ec is the energy level above the conduction 
band edge and Ev is the corresponding energy level in the valenoe band. The 
following analysis uses similar approximations to those used by Marinelli but 
in this analysis the spontaneous transition coefficient, rspon, is derived. The 
value of r5tim w ill then follow  from (3-3.7).
hv~Eg
rspan (hv)= C f  £tV / f ( l - / , ) d £ t  (3-4 .2 )
0
The occupation factor term fc (1 — / v ) follows from Fermi-Dirac statistics.
<D(2<C) = / C( 1 - / V) =
 _____________ %exp[(Fc - F v -hv)/2kT]_____________
cosh[(22sc — hv — Fy— Fc )/2  kT] + cosh[(/n/ + FV— FC )/2  kT]
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The value of the integral in (3 -4 .2 ) is found by a change of variable to 
Vi(hv — Eg )x= Ec — Vz(Jhv— Eg ), the integral then becomes
1
rspan to *) = ~r(hv~ Eg )2  f  4 > (x )V l~ x 2  dx (3 -4 .4 )
4  - 1
M arinelli argues that if  hv <FC — Fv «2kT  then $  is a slowly varying 
function for l x l « l  and that for lxl-» 1 the (1 —x 2)% term tends to zero. Then 
by expanding 4>(x) in powers of x near x = 0  and taking only the first term the 
integral can be approximated and
rspm = *
hv-R
/ V  l-x2dx (3 -4 .5 )
- 1
Evaluating the remaining integral gives the result n/2, so by changing C for 
C j .(C j = Ctt/4), rspon can be w ritten
C J 'h.{hv -  E. )Jexp[(Fc -Fv- hv)/2kT]
(3 -4 .6 )cosh[(fv + Fc VlkT] + cosh[(to + FV-Fc )/2kT]
Re-arranging this gives the result
rspan (exp[(hv + 2Fv ) /2kT] +  1 )Uxp[(fi!/ -  2FC )/2kT] + 1)  3^' 4 *7^
Which could have been derived from Marinelli's form of rstim and equation 
(3 -3 .7 ). It  is generally more useful when solving waveguide problems to have 
rspon and rstim as functions of the carrier concentration N . An approximation 
for quasi-Fermi levels in terms of electron and hole densities N  and P  has been 
derived by Joyce and Dixon. 5
In  the notation of this section the analysis is outined below. The normal­
ised carrier concentration N* = N/N0 is the Fermi-Dirac transform of the band
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shape function pc
, °°r pc{eJ) .
N*= I  , .--------6Ej
J0 (expGEc/ - F c/ ) + l )
(3-4.8)
Where Ej and Fj are normalised to kT. I f  this is expanded in terms of 
e x p ( J t h e n
N /= g jexpC F/)- g 2exp(2Fc/ ) + (3-4.9)
W ith
gn - fpc )/exp{nEc ) d£c (3-4.10)
Joyce and Dixon construct a power series for Fj from this in terms of
N f/g







Taking only the first term in the series results in the Boltzmann expres­
sion for when Fj < 0 w ith the multiplicative factor g1
N f - g je x p ^ /) (3-4.12)
Taking the first two terms greatly improves the result, extending the 
range of validity of Fj to ( —oo ,2.1), to an accuracy of about 1 meV and for 
carrier densities up to N f= 2.97g v Rearranging (3 -4 .11) then gives





For parabolic bands, from equation (3 -4.10) it follows that gm = m 2T













These expressions can now be used to derive spontaneous and stimulated 
emissions in terms of N  and P , not Fc and Fv . The combination of these two 
approximations seems to be a new and useful result. The spontaneous transi­
tion coefficient can be rearranged as
C^hv-E,)2
sp<m (exp[(Vihv -  Fc )/kT] + 1 )(expl^ Ahv + Fv )/kT] + 1) (3-4.15)
hvThe value of is greater than fifty  for lasers and hv is greater than or
approximately equal to Eg . Fc on the other hand is only a few kT and Fv 
approximately — Eg. O f the two terms in the denominator of (3 -4 .15) the 
first is then exp[(1A/iv — Fc )/kT] and the second is close to unity. The equation 
then gives
span = c (hv — E. )2exp
N
2y/2N0
exp hv 2 kT (3-4.16)
The calculated spontaneous emission rate contains the term ZB , where Z 
and B are given by (3 -2 .8 ) and (3 -2 .20) respectively. Since Z is proportional 
to {hv)2 and B to {hv) ~ 1 the spontaneous emission rate is given by
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w span ^ r spon (3-4.17)
a hvQiv —Ee )2exp N
2y/2N0
exp hv2kT
This equation is separable in N  and hv so that the total spontaneous tran­
sition rate Rtot is
Plot f y
N
wspon dC/uO ol -exp N
2y/2N q
(3-4.18)
Equation (3 -3 .9 ) predicts a linear relationship between Rtot and N  for 
N «  (N a + N d  ) and a square law for N »  (NA + N D ). This expression predicts 
a linear relationship for N « N 02\/2 but for N » N 02\l2 the exponential term 
dominates. The expression in equation (3-3.9) predicts that Rtot increases w ith  
N 2 so that a better approximation for wspon might be found by expanding the 
exponential and taking only the first two terms
N
"span  <* J T h v {h v -E g )2 1 +
N
2 xflN,
exp hv2 kT (3-4.19)
The relationship between rsijm and rspon, (3 -3 .11), can be written in terms 
of N  using (3 -4 .13) and (3-4.14) to give
slim a 1 —exp
h v - F c + F v
kT exp
Fc - h v
kT
(Jiv — Eg )2
 (3-4.20)hv
( h v - E , ) 2 
'slim a  ----- — e^p hv 2 kT (3-4.21)
N N Po \ h v - E g
N 0 CIP 2s/2N0 N  CXP kT
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So that for a fixed value of photon energy the optical gain is
g <x
N N V




h v - E g
kT
In  terms of quasi-Fermi levels the onset of optical gain occurs when 




exp N N1 +4- = exp
h v -E ,g
kT (3-4.23)
Since, in GaAs P 0^ 20N 0  in most cases of interest this can be simplified to
21n( AO — ln(N qPq) + N
h v -E .g
2y/2N0 kT
(3-4.24)
Since the logarithm is a small slowly varying function it can be replaced 
by an average value for A^ 2 <A^oP0  so that over a large range of N  the photon 
energy at which optical gain is zero is linearly related to inversion population.
hv{g= 0) = £ ' + kT
2sf2N0




Fig.3-1 shows some of the features of these approximations. A spectrum 
of values of gain from (3 -4 .22) is shown in Fig.3-1 a and values of wspon are 
shown in Fig.3-1 b. A range of value of N  have been used which are multiples 
of N 0. These approximate solutions of wspon from (3 -4 .17) show that the
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peak spontaneous emission occurs at the same wavelength for a ll values of 
inversion population. This is not the case in real devices. 7
These formulae are useful in considering the overall effect of the inversion 
population on the gain and spontaneous emission and their relationship to pho­
ton energy. In  real devices, however, the effect of band tails is important 3 '6 '8 
for low levels of injection.
<- 6 2 -
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3-5 Computer Solution
The solution of the equations described so fa r using a digital computer 
was accomplished in a program w ritten in 'pascal'. The solution falls into two 
parts. The first section is concerned w ith  the calculation of the quasi-Fermi 
levels for each of the energy bands and the second w ith calculating the emis­
sion spectra.
The quasi-Fermi levels govern the occupation of the states in semiconduc­
tor bands. To calculate the Fermi level for the conduction band for a level of 
carrier density, Nx, a reasonable approximation is first found for Fc. This 
value, F x is near the conduction band edge. This is used to calculate a first 
approximation for N. The nth approximation, Fn , can be found from previous 
values of N  using a first order interpolation routine.
?n+1 = Fn + ^  1 1"'1] <-Nn -  Nx ) (3 -5.1 )
7i iV n—
Where Nn is given by (3 -3 .4 ). This procedure converges after a few iterations 
so that Nn-*NX as CFn + 1  — Fn.)-* 0 . The Fermi level can be found to any 
required accuracy. The hole concentration, P, can be found in a similar way 
from (3-3 .5 ) for the equilibrium condition N~ P.
The density of states functions pc and pv are defined in separate pro­
cedures and can be represented by any functional or numerical profile. Two 
band tail profiles were evaluated using this program. The Kane band ta il f  unc­
tion 7 (3-3.2,3), involves the evaluation of the integral of (3 -3 .2 ). Because it is 
so well behaved around the band edge this is the preferred profile over that 
calculated by Halperin and Lax. However, calculation of this integral to find 
each value of y(x) is impractical so it  is evaluated at a number of points and 
values of y(x) are interpolated from this data. W ell into the band ta il the
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shape is assumed to be Gaussian. For most of the range of values of x near the 
band edge where tabulated values exist, a third order polynomial is used to 
calculate yOc) from  the data. W ell into the band y(x) is assumed to be \ fx , i.e. 
a parabolic band.
The parabolic bands w ith exponential band tails 4,10 are defined by
This band tail is arranged so that at x = tj the function y(x) and its first deriva­
tive are continuous.
Having calculated the Fermi levels, equation (3 -4.2 ) allows r spon, the 
spontaneous emission coefficient, to be calculated by integration over the con­
duction band for a given photon energy, hv. The stimulated emission 
coefficient, r stim, immediately gives the gain or absorption at the given photon 
energy but the spontaneous emission rate is given by Z r spon , where Z is defined 
by (3-2.8). The sequence of equations is
y(x)= n/Cx) (3-5.3a)
X < 7 ) (3-5.3b)
5 .5t) texp(-£c — •Fc )+ l][exp(£{ +EC — hv)+ l]
wspan = z r,span
3.2646X 107(/ i i0 2£, (3 -5 .5 )
IrTg = (1 -  expCkv ~FC+FV )yspcm 2.AlSlnEe — 4 (3-5.6)
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In  all the computer solutions values of energy have been normalised to
IcT—  to speed up the calculations. The considerations of (3-3.3) lead to N  being 
normalised by JVnonn
For comparison with the approximate analytic solutions and to evaluate 
the effect of the band tails the solution for parabolic bands was first calcu­
lated. This is shown in Fig.3-2. Four graphs are plotted to show the results. 
The first is stimulated gain against photon energy for a number of values of N 
in intervals of 0.5x 1 0 23m-3 . The second, ( Fig.3-2b), is a similar plot for 
spontaneous emission. These two plots are closely comparable w ith Fig.3-la,b  
and show how closely the approximate solutions agree. Fig.3-2c and 3-2d 
show gain and stimulated emission as a function of inversion population for 
several values of photon energy.
The major difference between the analytic approximation and the results 
of the computer model is the shift in the peak spontaneous model to higher 
energies as the inversion population increases. The plots of stimulated emis­
sion, (3-2a, 3-2c), show how the optical gain varies almost linearly w ith  
increasing N . Similar plots to (3 -2 ) have been drawn for parabolic bands with  
exponential band tails w ith 7)= 0.2q/kT, and q/kT= 25meV, in Fig.3-3 and for 
Kane band tails w ith t) = 1 .0q/kT in Fig.3-4. These band tail lengths are margi­
nally longer than those used to model real devices by Middlemast et al. 21,22
Nmrm = 6.8108X103 £ £
3
norm (3-5.7)





but serve to show the changes to the emission spectra that band tails intro­
duce.
The first thing to notice is that the spontaneous emission spectrum is 
much wider than the stimulated gain spectrum. In fact, there is s till consider­
able output at hv= 1.6eV This corresponds to a wavelength, X0, of about 775 
nm and is near the visible range. The value of Eg, the nominal band gap 
energy, is rather small here to correspond to the material grown for Bath 
University by the University of Sheffield. The peak gain occurs at about 1.425 
eV or 870 nm. For a peak gain around 830 nm this analysis would predict 
light output around 730 nm, at the red end of the visible spectrum. Many 
830 nm semiconductor laser diodes do in fact radiate sufficient power at the 
red end of the spectrum ( i.e. X < 730nm ), to be clearly visible. Further, this 
visible light is radiated at angles approaching 90° to the normal and is there- 
fore mainly spontaneous in nature and not due to stimulated gain.
The change that the band tails produce on the spontaneous emission is 
only slight. The sharp cut off at the band edge, seen in in Fig.3-2b is removed 
to produce a gentle ro ll off of emission. There is a slight increase in spectrum 
width accompanied by a slight shift to lower energies. The peak spontaneous 
emission is reduced and the change of wavelength of the peak w ith N  is also 
increased.
The changes induced in the gain spectrum are far more significant. The 
reduction in the effective band gap due to the inclusion of the band ta il states 
considerably widens the gain spectrum as w ell as shifting it to lower energies. 
A t low levels of injection optical gain is first achieved at energies w ithin the 
nominal band gap. The inversion population required to turn optical absorp­
tion to optical gain is reduced since the Fermi level separation required is less. 
Although the gain is higher for low values of N  the rate of increase of peak
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gain w ith  N  is reduced. The change in the wavelength of the peak gain w ith  
N  is, however, increased. The results for Kane band tails and exponential 
band tails are different only in detail so that both seem to reasonable approxi­
mations. Middlemast 21,22  has used these curves to model superluminescent 
light emitting diodes, SLEDs, and Fabry-Perot laser amplifiers. When charac­
terising SLEDs the best predictions of device performance were made using 
Kane band tails w ith 7)=: 0 .6 . These calculations provide a set of curves for 
gain and spontaneous emission which closely resemble those of more compli­
cated analyses 3 and experimental results. 9
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Fig. 3-2 Spontaneous and Stimulated Emission vs. Photon Energy 
for different values of inversion population, ( in units of 
lO1^  m'1 ). The band gap energy is 55.1kT/q, the band shapes 
are parabolic with no band tails.
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Fig- 3-2 Spontaneous and Stimulated Emission vs. Inversion 
Population, for different values of Photon Energy ( in units 
of q/kT ). The band gap energy'is 55.1kT/q, the band shapes 
are parabolic with no band tails.
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Fig. 3-3 Spontaneous and Stimulated Emission vs. Photon Energy 
for different values of inversion population, ( in units of 
10^ ^ m 3 ). The band gap energy is 55.1kT/q, the band shapes 
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Fig. 3-3 Spontaneous and Stimulated Emission vs. Inversion 
Population, for different values of Photon Energy ( in units 
of q/kT ). The band gap energy is 55.1kT/q, the barid shapes 
are parabolic with exponential band tails. ( y : O x ? l ~ / £ )
3-3c Stimulated Emission vs. Inversion Population
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Fig. 3-4 Spontaneous and Stimulated Emission vs. Photon Energy 
different values of inversion population, ( in units of 
10 ^m* ). The band gap energy is 55.1kT/q, the bands have
Kane band tails . M  P-7/^
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Fig. 3-4 Spontaneous and Stimulated Emission vs. Inversion 
Population, for different values of Photon Energy ( in units 
of q/kT ). The band gap energy is 55.1kT/q, the bands have 
Kane band tails, (f) r l kO k . T / ^ ),
3-4c Stimulated Emission vs. Inversion population
3-4d Spontaneous Emission vs. Inversion Population
Inversion Population (*10^ ,
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CHAPTER 4
D ielectric  Slab Analysis
4-1 Introduction
This chapter aims to review the analysis of the electromagnetic fields in 
a dielectric slab. The slab is analysed as being an infinite layer of refractive 
index n 1 ( for Iy\<d thickness 2d , between two semi-infinite half spaces of 
refractive index n2- ( See Fig 4 -1 ). Propagation is considered only along the 
z-axis, parallel to the slab interface. Such a slab is a convenient representa­
tion of the layered structure of a semiconductor laser diode. The slab is sym­
metric in y as the semi-infinite half spaces have equal refractive indeces.
The slab is an open waveguide so that the electromagnetic fields are not 
to tally  confined by the dielectric boundaries. Unlike closed waveguides, such 
as hollow metallic waveguides, the fields cannot be expressed as a summation 
of an infinite series of discrete eigenmodes. In the case of a dielecric slab a 
series of bound modes must be defined to which a continuous spectrum of 
radiation modes must be added 1,2>3. The surface modes are required to be 
square integrable over the infinite y co-ordinate so that no mode may carry 
infinite power and the field decays to zero at infinity. The continuous spec­
trum must only obey the weaker boundary condition that the field of any 
mode must be finite at infinity. For any physically realisable source a contin­
uum of continuous spectrum modes are excited and the field is expressed as 
an integral over the continuous spectrum and the radiation condition is met 
by this integral being finite.
In  a dielectric slab surface waves represent a situation in which a plane 
wave is travelling at an angle to the slab surface, and is reflected at each
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boundary in turn at intervals along its path. For a pure surface wave the 
reflection is a total internal reflection and, although some power propagates 
outside the slab, there is no net power flow away from the interface, at the 
surfaoe. In  this case the field intensity outside the slab decays w ith  distance 
f  rom the boundary. In  this sense the mode is a bound mode of the slab.
Physically not all discrete modes are necessarily bound modes of the 
slab but may belong to a class of modes known as leaky modes. These modes 
travel along the slab but at each reflection some power flows out of the slab. 
The power in a leaky wave decays as it propagates, but decays faster inside 
the slab than along some angles outside. A t any given cross-section, z= 
const., the intensity increases away from the slab boundary. There is a con­
nection between leaky waves and the modes of the continuous spectrum. If  
the radiation contribution from the continuous spectrum is evaluated by con­
tour deformation then isolated singularities occur in the complex plane. Each 
of these singularities represents the contribution from a leaky wave. In 
structures where the predominant guiding mechanism is the difference in the 
imaginary part of the refractive indices of successive layers no pure surface 
waves can exist. In this case a class of gain guided modes exists which are 
similar to leaky waves but s till bound to the slab.
In a situation where the complex refractive indices im ply optical gain 
w ithin the medium the power may increase in magnitude as it propagates 
along z, even when energy is continuously leaked out. For a situation where 
both regions are lossy the power decreases as it  propagates, but it  can s till be 
considered as a bound mode if  the fields decay w ith lyl outside the slab.
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4-2 Slab Boundary Conditions and Surface Waves
This section derives the form of bound modes in a dielectric slab. From 
Maxwell's Equations 4 in a source free region, (J= p=  0 ), assuming a piecewise 
homogeneous dielectric, ( Fig. 4-1 ), w ith  V  €r = 0 the wave equation of the
Where n2kQ = €r 6 op0c«)2.
There are several ways to construct the solutions for E and H. The most 
convenient here is to construct a solution in terms of longitudinal section 
electric ( LSE ) and magnetic ( LSM ) modes, i.e. TE and TM  to y. The elec­
tric field is then given by the general form  5
Where and x ai*e two functions yet to be determined, but which have z
The TE, ( LSE ), modes are described by \ft and the TM , ( LSM ), modes by x 
In an infinite homogeneous slab these are separable w ith
electric and magnetic fields w ith  time dependancies of dut are
V  2E+ n 2^oE= 0 (4 -2 .la )
V 2H + /t2* 02H = 0 (4-2. lb )
E= V  xy^  + V  X V  X y * (4-2.2)
dependencies e ^ fZ and e j^ mZ respectively. For an infinite slab neither 
function is dependent on x so that





The separation constants are related by
n}k£= 0 2  + cry2 I y\<d (4 -2 .5a)
(4 -2 .5b)
The boundary conditions at y- ±d  are that tangential electric and a ll 
magnetic fields must be continuous. A  further constraint is that the fields 
must not increase as y tends to infinity. For surface waves, where it is possi­
ble to excite only one mode, the mode must not carry infinite power and so 
must decay to zero at infinity.
The solution of the wave equation in a piecewise homogeneous medium 
are sines and cosines or exponentials. For a bound mode the solution w ithin  
the slab w ill be either a sine or cosine but outside it w ill be a decaying 
exponential. These solutions can be divided into odd and even modes by con­
sidering the symmetry of the fields about y=  0 . Consider the boundary con­
ditions as applied to the T M  solutions. 6 '7 '8 For an even mode, w ith a max­
imum at y= 0
X=acos(cryy) lyl^ d (4-2.6a)
Since H x and Ez are both continuous across the boundary at y= d it  fo l­
lows that b= a(el/62)cos(cryd') and the boundary conditions are met if
= fcexp( — yPyOyl — </)) \y\^d (4-2.6b)
(4-2.7)
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For an odd mode where x has a zero at y= 0  the boundary conditions are met 
if  B= A{el/e2)sm{o-yd) and
€icry cos((ry 4 )  =  jpysm(cryd) ( 4 - 2 .8 )
€2
I t  is convenient to normalise to the guide half thickness d , i.e. u= cryd and 
w= — jpyd then these equations (4 -2 .7 /8 ) become
£j €j
u ta n ( i/)= w —  and u cot(u )=  — w —  (4 - 2 .9 )
e 2 e 2
From the conservation of wave numbers ( 4 - 2 .5 )  the effective frequency v can 
be defined as
(ej —€2 ) ^ 0  d2=u2 + w 2— v2 (4-2.10)
Solutions for TE fields can be obtained in a similar fashion and using the 
same normalisation. The analagous relations to (4 -2 .9 ) are
u tan(u) =  w and w c o t (w ) = — w  ( 4 - 2 .1 1 )
Graphical solutions of these equations are shown 6,7 in (Fig. 4 -2). I f  w is 
plotted against u for pure surface waves, ( u and w real), then (4-2.10) is 
the equation of a circle centred at the origin, w ith  radius v and (4-2.11) takes 
the form of modified tangent curves. In  both cases it is clear that the 
tangent-like curves intersect any circle at only a finite number of points so 
that for any finite v there are a finite number of solutions. Guided mode 
solutions have w > 0 . The cut off condition is that w= 0 , i.e. that v =  nn for 
the nth mode. The lowest order mode has no cut off.
For active guides v is complex and solutions are best illustrated by
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plotting the modulus and argument of v 2  on the u plane, ( Fig. 4-3,4 ). The 
solution outside the slab is the modulus of which decays w ith
(lyl — d) for pf/< 0  but increases for p/ / > 0 . Cut off conditions must now be 
given by Re(v)= 0 or Im (p)= 0. This is equivalent to
u^sin(2u0= u^sinh(2u0 (4-2.12)
and this is plotted for TE modes on Fig.s 4-3 and 3-4. Guided mode solu­




Fig 4.-1 Piecewise homogeneous 
dielectric slab
F i g .  4 - 1  P i e c e w i s e  h o m o g e n e o u s  d i e l e c t r i c  s l a b .
T h e  d i e l e c t r i c  s l a b  i s  a n  i n f i n i t e  s l a b  o f  r e f r a c t i v e  
i n d e x  n a n d  t h i c k n e s s  2 d  i n  t h e  x - z  p l a n e  b e t w e e n  






Fig 4 -2 Solutions for TE modes 
of a lossless slab
F i g .  4 - 2  T h e  s o l u t i o n s  o f  t h e  w ^ v e  e q u a t i o n  f o r  p r o p a g a t i o n  
i n  a n  i n f i n i t e  l o s s l e s s  d i e l e c t r i c  s l a b  a r e  e x p r e s s e d  
g r a p h i c a l l y .  T h e  e f f e c t i v e  f r e q u e n c y  o f  t h e  s l a b  w a v e g u i d e  
i n  q u e s t i o n  d e f i n e s  a  s i n g l e  c i r c l e ,  c e n t r e  t h e  o r i g i n ,  i n  
t h e  w v s .  u  p l a n e ,  a  n u m b e r  o f  w h i c h  a r e  s h o w n  f o r  d i f f e r e n t  
e f f e c t i v e  f r e q u e n c i e s .  T h e  s o l u t i o n s  f o r  n o r m a l i s e d  y - d i r e c t e d  
p r o p a g a t i o n  a n d  d e c a y  c o n s t a n t s  c a n  b e  r e a d  f r o m  t h e  g r a p h  
o f  w v s .  u  a s  t h e  i n t e r s e c t i o n s  o f  t h e  u  t a n ( u )  a n d  - u  c o t ( u )  
w i t h  t h e  c i r c l e  r e p r e s e n t i n g  t h e  r e l e v a n t  v a l u e  o f  e f f e c t i v e  
f r e q u e n c y .
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F i g .  4 - 3  S o l u t i o n s  f o r  t h e  n o r m a l i s e d  c o m p l e x  y - d i r e c t e d  
p r o p a g a t i o n  c o n s t a n t  w i t h i n  t h e  s l a b  d e s c r i b e d  i n  e q u a t i o n s  
( 4 - 2 . 1 l a y a n d  ( 4 - 2 . 1 0 )  f o r  e v e n  T E  m o d e s  a r e  s h o w n  g r a p h i c a l l y  
o n  t h e  c o m p l e x  u  p l a n e .  C o n t o u r  l i n e s  f o r  m o d u l u s  a n d  p h a s e  
o f  t h e  s q u a r e  o f  t h e  c o m p l e x  e f f e c t i v e  f r e q u e n c y  a r e  s h o w n .
T h e  d o u b l e  l i n e s  d i v i d e  t h e  p l a n e  i n t o  d o m a i n s  i n  e a c h  o f  
w h i c h  v  t a k e s  a l l  p o s s i b l e  v a l u e s .  R o o t s  l y i n g  o u t s i d e  t h e  
d a s h e d  c u t  o f f  c u r v e s  c o r r e s p o n d  t o  c o m p l e x  s u r f a c e  w a v e s .  
R o o t s  l y i n g  o u t s i d e  t h e s e  c u r v e s  y i e l d  l e a k y  w a v e  s o l u t i o n s .
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Fig. 4-4 Solutions for the normalised complex y-directed 
propagation constant within the slab described in equations 
(4-2.lib) and (4-2.10) for odd TE modes are shown graphically 
on the complex u plane. Contour lines for modulus and phase 
of the square of the complex effective frequency are shown. 
The double lines divide the plane into domains in each of 
which v takes all possible values. Roots lying outside the 
dashed cut off curves correspond to complex surface waves. 
Roots lying outside these curves yield leaky wave solutions.
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4-3 Modal Orthogonality and Normalisation
The properties of orthogonality and normalisation of the modes in 4-2 
w ill now be derived.
For a TE mode the one dimensional y  directed wave equation for the 
field function if can be w ritten as
Where k- cry for ly l<4  and k= py for ly l> 4  and the form of x in each case 
is assumed to be as shown in the previous section.
I f  two separate functions \ff1 and xft2, which both satisfy the wave equa­
tion are considered, then the wave equation in if/lt say, can be m ultiplied by 
if 2 to give
^2— r + kilf2xl/i-0 (4 -3.2 )
dy
and sim ilarly for \f/1 and \f/2 interchanged. Subtracting the resulting two 
equations gives
Now, bearing in mind that n 2fc<) = cr2 + (32 and p 2 + 0 2 it follows that
(k2— k 2)=  Q32— 0 2) Substituting this in (4 -3 .3 ) and integrating both sides 
between y = ± oo
(4 -3.1)
(4 -3.3 )
|2 , 2 .
(4 -3 .4 )
(4-3.5)
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For a bound mode both the field and its derivative tend to zero at 
in fin ity and the integral above is identically zero so that
oo
(02~0i2) f  'Pi'l'2dy=0— oo
I f  anc* 0 2  is no‘t equal to j3j so that the orthonormality property can
be w ritten as
oo
f  ' P m ' P n d y = $ m ,n (4-3.6)
Where Bm n is the Kronecker delta. For m = n  the normalisation constant a , 
can be found by integration of the fields in equation (4 -2.6 ) giving,
a2 = ------------- 5- ^ ------5------- 5-  (4-3.8)
jpd+((.p2- a 2)/(.p2- r2)
For TE modes, £ = 1 . The same argument applies for TM  modes with  
£=e2lev
The surface waves of a slab do not form a complete set and the continu­
ous spectrum of radiation must also be considered.
The continuous spectrum is represented as an integral of one the propa­
gation constants ( 0  .crorp). The complete field expansion for an arbitrary TM  
function X  including the integral of the continuous spectrum over p is then
oo
* =  + /K p ) 0 (y.p)dp (4-3.9)
n 0
Where \pn are discrete mode functions and \p (y  ,p) is the continuous spectrum 
field function. The constants bn and 6 (p) are the magnitude components 
defining X . For even TE modes \
- 8 8 -
<KJ*P)= a(p)cos(tr y) ly l^ J  (4 -3 .10a)
 ^ cos(crv J )   ^ ,
=  £ a (p ) c~ s^ )  cos(py ( y —4 ) +  a )  ly l^ d  ( 4 - 3 .1 0 b )
Where tan(a)=  — ^ -ta n (c rv<f) and £ = 1 . For even TE modes the coefficient 
Py y
a(p) is given by
a 2(p ) =  ( 4 - 3 .1 2 )
_____________________ n } k Q - P 2_____________________
Ijpy CO s(o- y d ) +  £cry sin((Ty d )](/p y cos(o-y d) — £cry sin(cry </)]
W ith £ = 1  and for odd modes sine and cosine terms are interchanged.
e2
Expressions for T M  modes are given by the same formulae w ith £ = — .
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CHAPTER 5
5-1 A ctive O ptical Waveguides
The guiding mechanism for electromagnetic fields in the vertical, y  direc­
tion, is easily explained in terms of the refractive indices, nl and n 2* (See 
Fig.5-1). The refractive indeces are real w ith n1>nz» I t  is not immediately 
clear why the electromagnetic fields should be confined in the lateral, x direc­
tion. The injection of carriers causes a reduction in the real part of the refrac­
tive index so that it is higher at the edge of the guide. This is an antiguiding 
phenomenon. The guiding mechanism can only be expained in terms of com­
plex refractive indeces. 1 I f  the variation in refractive index in the lateral 
direction is approximated by an equivalent slab then, for a guided mode, the 
effective frequency, v ,  is given by, v 2 = cr2 —p2. The real and imaginary parts 
of the lateral propagation constant have the same sign inside the guide, i.e. 
cr/o'/ / > 0 , and opposite outside, i.e. p/p/ / <0* So that the imaginary part of v 2 
must be greater than zero.
Im (v 2) =  Im (n 2—n.3 )^ Q d 2 > 0  ( 5 - 1 .1 )
that is
n[n[,>ixznz ( 5 - 1 .2 )
Since n { is approximately equal to n j the guided mode can exist only if  
ni >nz . ( Although this in itself is not sufficient. ) This phenomenon is 
referred to as gain guiding. It  should be noted that if  n and are both 
negative, such that the local gain in each region is negative, gain guiding can 
still occur. It  is the presence of carriers described in Chapter 2 that causes opt­
ical gain, as shown in Chapter 3.
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The electromagnetic field is considered to have a z dependence of e 
and is described by a number of modes of gain gm and propagation constants
// 8mPm. The value of /3m for any mode is complex w ith imaginary part 0 "  = ——.
Because of the extension of the fields out from under the stripe each value of 
gm is less than the local gain g calculated in Chapter 3, i.e. 0.
In the vertical slab analysis the cross-section considered was one dimen­
sional and the cross-section function was easy to describe. In this chapter a 
two dimensional cross-section function is developed. It  is convenient to 
separate the x and y variations and so the effective dielectric constant, edc, 
method is used. This method is only applicable to guiding structures w ith  
large aspect ratios and some of the approximations made are discussed.
-9 2 -
*JL
F i g .  5 - 1  T h e  a n a l y s i s  o f  a  w a v e g u i d e  r e q u i r e s  a n  
e x t e n s i o n  o f  t h e  n o m e n c l a t u r e  o f  t h e  d i e l e c t r i c  s l a b .
I n  a d d i t i o n  t o  t h e  r e g i o n s  o f  r e f r a c t i v e  i n d e x  n ,  a n d  n ^ , 
t w o  f u r t h e r  r e g i o n s  o f  r e f r a c t i v e  i n d e x  a r e  a d d e d  o n  
e i t h e r  s i d e  o f  t h e  g u i d e  c e n t r e ,  w i t h i n  t h e  g u i d i n g  l a y e r .  
I n  a  s l a b  m o d e l  t h e  c e n t r e  r e g i o n  m a y  b e  t h e  s a m e  w i d t h  
a s  t h e  s t r i p e  c o n t a c t  b u t  w h e n  t h e  r e f r a c t i v e  i n d e x  i s  
c o n s i d e r e d  t o  b e  a  f u n c t i o n  o f  x  t h e  r e f r a c & v e  i n d e x  n^  
m a y  b e  t h e  l i m i t i n g  v a l u e  f o r  l a r g e  x .
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5-2 The Effective D ielectric Constant Method
The dielectric constant in the active layer is dependent on its position, i.e. 
it is a function of x. This is due to the injection of carriers. I f  the amplitudes 
of the electromagnetic fields are small so that they do not affect the refractive 
index then the analysis is simplified.
It  is convenient to represent the electric field
E= VXyt/r + V  X V X y x ( 5 - 2 . 1 )
w ith spi and x as solutions of the wave equation. The two orthogonal polari­
sations represented by \ft and *  are TE and TM  to y and are longitudinal sec­
tion modes, LSE and LSM. Expanding E gives
E = M . s + i ± v + .92y . v -a* a* a*ay
And so, from Maxwell's equations
^ H = a S r + a § T -
a ^  , a2x  
ax 2  a* 2
y + - ^ * L z
m y
( 5 - 2 . 2 )
d2t  + a2* y  + n o a x .s _- & - x6*  2 a* 2 U ax ax
( 5 - 2 . 3 )
Where it  is assumed that x and '!> are solutions of the scalar wave equation 
and separable in x , y  and z . Hence
n 2* 02X + ^ -  + f t  + S - = O
dx2 Qy dz
( 5 - 2 . 4 )
The basic premise of the edc method is that the guide is large in the x direction






and sim ilarly for x and n^. W ith this reduced set of fields the LSE modes are 
now TE to z and LSM are TM  to z. It  is frequently convenient to restrict 
attention only to TE and TM  mode components. Bearing in mind that e is a 
function of x M axw ell’s equations can be used to investigate the wave equa­
tion.
V  x  V  x H =  — yo>(V x eE )
The TE components on the right hand side of this equation are j(o ene2k
However ^ is a solution of the wave equation and j ( a f i H y =  n 2k Q\p. In order 
that H y should be a solution of the same wave equation, H y must be 
represented by an average value of ne , nea. Since n e =  3.6 and varies only by 
about 1% overall this is a reasonable approximation. The other TE fields fo l­
low
- V 2H = n 2*,?H+/a> Ez^-y-Ey^~z
fix J
(5-2 .7)
from and from E T . The E r term is small compared to the H ,
y Qx Qx 2 z
term and so the equation (5 -2 .7 ) f o r  H y can be expressed as
V 2H y + n 2k $ H y =  0 (5 -2.8)
r _  n 2k  o20
y hit il (5-2.9a)
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£  _  n ea M
n.
(5-2.9b)
H  = i  a2*
* -ya>/u
(5 -2 .9c)
The ratio n^/n2 used to describe Ex could be approximated to unity but 
including it means that Ex is discontinuous if  ne is used and only Dx is con­
tinuous. The "LSE fields have five components, the other two are
(5-2.9d)
H  = —  ------
x 0 * 0 y
(5 -2 .9e)
The TM  fields can be derived in a similar fashion. From M axwell’s equa­
tions
V  X V  XE= V (V  JE)- V 2E= n 2£ 02E (5-2.10)
However V  (V  -E)^ 0 since V  -D= 0, in fact
V 2E + n 2K 2E + V ^ - ^  + x e Qx
H J L i l z r  1 Q2€ r
e2 0 *  € Qx2
=  0 (5-2.11)
So, consider E  , a TM  component w ith  no corresponding Ex .
V % + n 2k $ E v =  0 (5-2.12)
Again if  x is a solution of the scalar wave equation and Ey = n^k fix then an 
average value of nj must be chosen for Ey to be a solution of the same wave 
equation. I f  this is rija then
E y  =  nf l k  O X (5-2.13a)
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~ ^ 2*o2 fly 
— yco^ t Qz




and the remaining LSM fields are
_ "«2*o  ax
z — ya>/* 0 x (5 -2 .13d)
0 2x
n 0 * 0 ?
(5-2.13 e)
The value of n  has been replaced by an average value for some of these 
fields and n 2E X is continuous in x, no matter what profile of n  is chosen. For 
a slowly varying, almost constant n  the ratio n a2:n 2 might be approximated to 
1 .
The solutions presented here rely on the variation of n in x  being small. 
From the representation of H and M axw ell’s equations E is given by
n 2* o E = a i




n 2k 2\b- d2't' neaK Or _ 2
By2
(5-2.14)
Q x 2 Q z2
$+n 2k 2jOL-i 
y  fl ° 0 zay
Comparing this w ith (5 -2 .2 ) and (5-2 .5 ) allows the approximations to be 
investigated. For LSE modes this reduces to saying that (cr  ^— cr^) is very 
much less than n2k$ , where, cr^ is an average value of cry. This is undoubt­
edly true. For LSM modes, considerations for Ey dictate that n 2n^2 =  n 2n 2, 
which is likely to be true since the variation of n  and n j  w ith x  is only small 
and the two are closely related.
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The two dimensional cross-sectional functions have similar y dependen­
cies to those discussed in Chapter 4. In that case, since nlf the active layer
refractive index is a function, of x so is the y directed propagation constant cry. 
I f  the z propagation is exponential, i.e. e ~^z then from (4-2.4)
\n2ki-<r}-p^Hy = 0  (5 -2.15)
- or since H y is proportional to ijr
£*r + (.ne2ki-p2)t = 0 (5-2.16)
Sim ilarly from (5-2.12) for£y
£Xr+\n.,2k$-p2 | x = 0  (5 -2.17)
I 1
It  is the solution of these equations which is considered in the next section.
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5-3 Solutions of the Active Slab Problem
In  (5 -2 ) the principle of edc was stated and the approximations involved 
were demonstrated. However, approximations made in justifying the boun­
dary conditions rely on the x variation of the refractive index being small. 
The solution of the diffusion equation in (2 -3 ) shows this variation. A three 
layer slab model for the x variation should be convenient but there is no 
guarantee that it would produce a reasonable solution. Numerical solutions 
using edc and involving a transverse transmission line analysis 2  have been 
used to calculate field shapes in D -H  laser structures where inversion popula­
tion changes w ith light intensity. For the purpose of this thesis such numeri­
cal solutions do not give the required insight into the mechanisms of gain 
guiding structures.
Several approximate carrier profiles are shown in Fig.2-8 but only those 
which yield tractable analytic field shapes are useful in this context. The 
exclusion of photon intensity from the calculation of carrier density lim its the 
range over which these solutions are valid. The profiles which are of interest 
here are
n — a  Q+
1 2
'O o i- 'H i
T 1
I x K w j (5 -3 .1 )
71= 7ln + T)0 2 “ 7)2 tan' \ x \ <
3w
(5 -3 .2 )
n — n n+ r)03“ ,n3tanh" 2xW , Ixl < 0 0 (5 -3 .3 )
The three layer slab approximation w ill also be investigated. Profiles (5 - 
3.1,2,3) have been previously investigated in the literature 3*4. In each case n 0 
is the background refractive index before it is modified by carriers. The values
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of T)|t t)2, 7)3, are proportional to the change in refractive index w ith N  t and 
includes the changes in both real and imaginary parts. The constant 7)0i is 
included to keep the refractive index at the lim iting value of \x\ the same in a ll 
cases. In  the case of (5 -3 .1 ,2 ) the equations are only valid for a specified region 
under the stripe. Solutions of the type (5-3 .3 ) have been modified 3  to include 
asymmetric refractive index profiles. This is not fe lt necessary here in view of 
the lim ited range of photon intensities considered, and the symmetrical nature 
of stripe boundary conditions.
In  this section the one dimensional wave equation in an active slab is 
analysed by using these three approximate profiles and the equivalent slab 
analysis.
The reduced wave equation in one dimension is
If  the magnitude of the variation of the refractive index in the x direction is 
small and n 3= n 0 + 7)0t- then, in each case the refractive index can be expressed 
as
(5-3 .4 )
(5 -3 .5 )
it follows from (5 -3 .4 ) that
(5 -3 .6 )
and, neglecting terms in f\x)
0 + | ( f i / - 2 n3^ A*))*o2- ^ 2]^=O (5 -3 .7 )
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The case of the parabolic index profile can be considered by substituting 
(5 -3 .1 ) into (5 -3 .7 ) giving
d X 
dx2
n 2_ 2n37)i ki-p2 X=  0 (5-3.8)
This has solutions which are Gaussian Hermlte orthogonal polynomials 6v7of 
the form
X{x) = bp exp(—y*£x 2 )H - (£%x)
2_ 2n3*11 * 0
i2= w
/32= n%k$— g(2p+ 1 )
(5 -3 .9a) 
(5-3.9b) 
(5 -3 .9c)
The polynomials are normalised over the interval x :(— oo ,oo), w ith normalisa­
tion coefficient for the pth polynomial, bp , given by
b 2- \frr 2p p\
Gaussian Hermite polynomials are defined by
(5 -3 .10a)
H0= 1. H1(z)= 2z, H2 (x )= 4 z 2 —2, etc. (5 -3 .10b)
The Gaussian term exp( — £x 2 / 2 ) ensures that a ll these functions decay for 
large x when the positive root of (5 -3 .9b) is used for £. Although the modal 
field shapes seem well enough behaved the refractive index profile used in 
finding these solutions is parabolic, not just near the guide, but for a ll x, 
implying a field decay that is far too strong away from the stripe.
The square tangent profile gives the differential equation
d X 
dx2
* 3 - 2*  3'n2tan2C— — )Z IV * *o2 - 0 ‘ X=  0 (5-3.11)
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This has solutions which are Gegenbauer ( Ultraspherical ) polynomials 
given by 8
(5 -3 .12 a)cos^ 7T X c ( m ) s in ("  *  )




- 2 n 3T)2kg
and the z directed propagation constant is given by
Pp = n £ k $ - ( p 2+2pfi + fjL2)
(5-3.12b)
IT
3w (5 -3 .12c)
Gegenbauer polynomials are defined by
0 ^ =  1 . C ^ \ z )  =  2 z / l  (5 -3 .13a)
and
(P+  lX rp(^ I (z)=  2z(.p+fiX^(.z'>-(.p+2^-l')C^\(.z) (5-3.13b)
Gegenbauer polynomials are usually normalised for x:(—1 , 1 ) so that these 
functions are only useful when the fields are confined near the stripe boun­
daries. Further, the refractive index variation suggested by (5-3 .2 ) describes a
profile which approaches infinity as x approaches 2w2. Solutions can be found, 
however, by matching the fields at z-  ±sin (7r /4 ) to an exponetial, but match­
ing and ensuring modal orthogonality is awkward. Solutions of the squared 
hyperbolic tangent profile are for refractive index variations which closely 
resemble the actual solution of the diffusion equation. The refractive index 
changes slowly from its value at the centre to a constant lim it value for
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increasing x. The differential equation for this profile is
d 2X
d x 2
n $ — 2n  37)3tanhi w x =  0 (5-3.14)
This also has solutions which are Gegenbauer polynomials.
X ( x )  =  bp coshM w cfw j sinh w (5 -3 .15a)
Where
7 w 3
- 2 n 3i )3k $ — (5-3.15b)
and the z directed propagation constant is given by
= n£k£+ (p2+2pfi + fj.2) yy (5 -3 .15c)
the Gegenbauer polynomials are defined by (5 -3.13). The solutions of this are 
odd or even depending on the value of p and only decay for increasing x if  
(/>+Re(/z))<0 . .For (/> + Re(/O) < 0  the solutions represent bound modes and for 
(/> + Re(yu,))>0 the amplitudes increase w ith x away from the stripe as w ith  
leaky wave solutions of the slab waveguide.
Representing the x directed variation of the refractive index by means of a 
three layer slab requires a boundary to be drawn between inner and outer 
regions. Solutions then take the form of slab waveguide solutions, illustrated 
in Fig.4-3,4. The boundaries for this slab can be drawn at the stripe edge but 
this make no allowance for any effective stripe w idth used in the other models. 
I t  is perhaps better to define an effective stripe w idth, we^ , which depends on 
the inversion population profile and not the stripe width. A suitable point
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might be the value of x at which N(x)= M max. The value of N x w ithin the 
slab then becomes the average value of N{x) between x = 0 and x = w e^ . The 
value of N outside the slab becomes the average between weg and some 
further boundary ,wy. This in effect defines a five layer slab, although only a 
three layer model is needed to give the field solutions. Although it  is clear 
that wj is bigger that weJp it is not clear where this second boundary should be.
A ll of these solutions can only be calculated after current spreading and 
carrier out diffusion have been used to calculate the refractive index profile. 
The three approximate solutions for continuously varying refractive index rely 
on a linear relationship between real and imaginary parts of the refractive 
index. This assumes that n11’, the imaginary part of n , and hence the local gain 
have a more or less linear dependency on N . ( Since n / varies almost linearly 
w ith N  8 ). Calculations of gain in Chapter 3 do not bear this out. Conse­
quently, to apply these solutions the ratio between the real and imaginary 
parts of the refractive index must be approximated. This ratio w ill depend on 
wavelength as w ell as inversion population as the imaginary part w ill depend 
on optical gain and the real part is derived from Ref 9.
Several field shapes for x directed zeroth order modes are shown in Fig.5- 
2,3,4,5 for the diffusion profile in Fig.5-1. This was calculated for a current 
density of 40Acm- 2  and a 7/zm stripe width and active layer thickness 0.3/im. 
The x directed field profiles that have been plotted correspond to four different 
values of gain, (g = aN— I3), where a and 0 were chosen to represent different 
wavelengths.
The slab solutions were derived by calculating average refractive indeces 
between the guide edge, w/2 , and the origin and between w/ 2  and w . Three 
slab profiles are shown corresponding to slab boundaries at the stripe edge ( 1 -  
1 ), at the point where the inversion population reaches half its maximum
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value (1 -2 ), and where it reaches 30% of its maximum value (1 -3 ). The 
exponential tails on these functions are very long and the shape hardly varies 
at a ll w ithin the slab boundaries, even fo r very small values of a when the 
solution should approximate a plane wave. The field shapes derived from the 
approximate refractive index variations behave more as expected. The fields 
being confined to the centre of the guide only when a , the gain parameter, is 
large. The squared tangent profile 3 and the parabolic index profile 2 do not 
represent the variations in refractive index profile calculated in Chapter 2, 
(Curve 0 in Fig.5-1 ), except under the stripe. This must lead to the field 
shapes being too tightly confined for low values of a . The hyperbolic cosine 
profile is the only profile for which the generating carrier profile approximates 
the calculated one for low levels of injection. For low levels of injection the 
field shape it produces approximates a plane wave. This is the preferred profile 
and w ill be concentrated on in following Chapters.
i
Kijj. .V Approximate Carrier Profiles
Fig. 5-2 Approximate Carrier Profiles.
An example of the approximate carrier profiles is shown 
where the profiles have been matched at the centre of the 
structure and at the edge a £  the stripe, ( x=3.5/*m ).
The profiles illustrated are:- 
0 Numerically calculated profile
2 Tangent squared profile
3 Parabolic profile
4 Inverse hyperbolic cosine squared profile
The slab approximations considered have not been shown.
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Fig. 5-3 Field Profiles for Approximate Profiles.
The following graphs show the fundamental mode field 
profiles calculated using the approximate carrier profiles 
shown in Fig.5-2 and three calculated from the slab 
approximations discussed in the text. There are four 
graphs in the series and they show the variation in field 
profiles with different ratios of real and imaginary parts 
of the refractive index. The cahnge in this ratio represents 
a change in inversion population or difference in wavelength.
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5-4 Two Dimensional solutions
The two dimensional cross-section functions are of the form X(x)Y(y-jc) 
where Y(y\x) is the solution Y(y) at a value of x . This varies w ith x since the 
refractive indices vary w ith  x and so the y directed propagation constants do. 
This in turn implies that the normalisation coefficients for Y(y) also vary w ith  
x. The general form of XGc) and Y(y) have already been presented. I f  both 
functions are normalised, it follows that their product is also normalised, i.e.
oo oo
J f  \xm (y *) 12  dx dy = 1 (5 -4.1)
— OO — oo ' '
This is the normalisation implied in all calculations for a two dimensional 
cross-section. Orthogonality is given by equation
OO oo
f  f  [x m(x)yi (yyc)J jx n(x)l^(yyc) j dx d y =  0  (5 -4.2)
for pr^q or i^  j
The change of refractive index w ith x is small so that in the lim it of 4 ^ - « l
dx
y(ypc) can be w ell represented by y(y). Generally only the zeroth order y 
directed mode is needed w ith yQy)= a 0cos(cryy) but a number of x directed 
modes may required so that
X (x ) = £ ^ U )  (5-4 .3 )
p
The solutions are found by calculating the variation of electron density as 
a function of x, see Chapter 2, and using the results of Chapter 3 to calculate 
the corresponding imaginary part of the refractive index as a function of x. 
The variation of the real part of the refractive index is assumed to be
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proportional to the carrier density. The average refractive indices required to 
calculate the two dimensional modes are calculated as being the average 
between the guide centre and x = w 3, which gives a value of about 
0.71n (0)  +  0.29/t(oo). The effective refractive index profile is calculated for TM  
modes from n^k^- n?k£—  cr 2. Where n 1 is the refractive index of the active 
layer. A  similar expression for ne holds for TE modes. The inverse hyperbolic 
cosine profile is fitted to this by calculating the effective width from the 
expressions in table 2-2. This assumes that the effective refractive index 
profile approximates to cosh-2 .
The local gain is directly related to the imaginary part of the refractive 
index and to 7). A linear relationship between gain and inversion population is 
sought and this is found by taking two values of gain and inversion popula­
tion and fitting a linear relationship to these. The two points chosen are the
w 3guide centre and the values of N  and g at x = .
The gain of the lowest order mode of the waveguide has been calculated 
for a spectrum of wavelengths or photon energies. Unlike previous analyses 
which have sought the peak gain these results show the gain for a range of 
photon energies. The properties of the zeroth order mode depend on the pho­
ton energy. This is a consequence of the slope of the gain curve and the actual 
value of the gain.
The results of Chapter 3 show that gain can be considered as being pro­
portional to inversion population, that is g= g0(aN— fi), only if  the coefficients 
are funtions of both photon energy and inversion population i.e. oc = a  (hv .N) 
and (2 = ${hv .AO. It  is important not to confuse this 0  w ith the z propagation 
constants /3e ./3m. Guiding is provided only by the differential gain at the 
stripe edge. That is by a{hv ,N).
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In  this thesis an approximate expression has been obtained for the gain in 
terms of N  and hv. This is equation (3-2.21). To obtain an approximation fo  
a this is now differentiated to give a result which is proportional to a.
-& -= CdiV exp











This expression is only valid near the band edge but it  should serve to give a 
good indication as to how a behaves. W hat this equation shows is that for 
energies near the band edge, hv^Eg, a increases w ith  N  for N ^ N 0. For ener­
gies further from the band edge the exp (Jiv — Eg/kT) term becomes
N 2 g
significant and a decreases w ith  N . The consequence of this is that increasing 
N  improves the gain guiding for higher photon energies. The exponential and 
{hv— Eg)2/hv terms ensure that the guiding mechanism is always stronger at 
higher photon energies.
This increase in the strength of the guiding mechanism and hence 
improved field confinement is accompanied by an increase in /3 {hv ,N) and so 
the gain may actually be negative, i.e. the mode amplitude reduces.
As w ell as modal gain the properties of the parameter /jl of equation (5 - 
3.15b) can also be analysed. The behaviour of this parameter w ith wavelength 
and inversion population has not been previously reported either. The real 
part of p. is negative for a bound mode w ith  modal cutoff for the zeroth order 
mode occuring for fx1 - 0  and for the pth mode when /x/=  —p.
To approximate the parameter /z from equation (5 -3 .15b) the change in 
the refractive index tj must be expressed as a complex number. I f  t)=  — p+ja
-  I l l  -
then a is proportional to the slope of the gain curves and therefore to the a 
parameter described in the discussion of gain, p represents the change in the 
real part of the refractive index ( not to be confused w ith py the y directed 
propagation constant. )  Throughout this analysis it  has been assumed that p is 
a constant although justification of this would require a Kramers-Kronig 
analysis using the calculated absorption coefficient of Chapter 3. This has not 
been attempted. A Kramers Kronig analysis has, however, been reported 9 
which supports the idea of a constant value of p for a wide range of values of 
N. The same analysis shows only small variations of p w ith photon energy.
Now from (5 -3 .15b) it follows that
H = %± | l  + 2n$( —  p (5 -4 ,5a)
The quantity in the bracket can be obtained in the usual manner. I f
(x +  j y )  -  (a  +  jb ) 2 then a + j b =  ±  (x + jy ) 'h. Equating real and imaginary parts 
leads to 2a  2  = x ±  (x 2 + y 2)%. Since a  is a real number the positive sign must be 
taken. Sim ilarly b 2  can be obtained so that
(x  +  / y ) % =  ±  V i((x  2 +  y  2) % +  x )% +  / /^ ( (x  2 +  y  2) % — x )% j
The negative sign must be taken for p. to represent a bound mode so that
p =  y -  | (2n q \v  2p —1)2+ (2n . q W  2a ) 2)%+ 1 — 2n q W 3p ] %+
+ I (^2n 3*  °W *P ~~ + ^ 2n *k ® ^ 1 + 2n *k ® ^ ^
% (5-4 .5 )
Near the band edge, hv^Eot is small and hence a is small so that, for
2ft 0 w 3 P > 1
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p = %—/  J ln ~  w3fc0 P% (5-4.6)
This implies modes which are cut off as ^ > 0  and is a consequence of a being 
small. When hv— Eg becomes large, far from the band edge, then the term in 
a2 dominates over that in p2  and
p ^  — 'ijnl w 3fc0[(a — p)%+y(« + p )%] (5-4 .7)
For photon energy increasing, a increases and so both real and imaginary parts 
of p increase, but the imaginary part is always more negative than the real 
part. The increase in the real part implies an increasing number of guided 
modes. The real part of p is analogous to the effective frequency v of the 
dielectric slab in that it  is proportional to the guide w idth and wavenumber as 
w ell as [n3(a —p)]%, a factor depending on the square root of a term involving 
the refractive indices. Some numerical examples are now presented to show, 
graphically, the behaviour of these curves. The curves presented represent the 
gain and the guiding parameter p for a large range of photon energies. The 
guide thickness chosen for this is 0 .3 p m  and the guide widths 5 ,7  and 10p m , 
shown in Figs.5-6, 5-7 and 5-8 respectively, have been used. The curves
clearly demonstrate the behaviour described by the approximate analytic solu­
tions.
The modal gain curves reflect the calculations of Chapter 3 but when the 
field is poorly confined, i.e. Eg^hv, then material gain is not sufficient to make 
up for the losses.
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F i g .  5 - 6  W a v e g u id e  O p t i c a l  G a in  a n d  G u id in g  P a r a m e te r  
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CHAPTER 6
6-1 Spontaneous Emission in  an A ctive Guide
In  Chapter 3 spontaneous emission was considered as band to band tran­
sitions in a semiconductor. Only electric dipole transitions were considered 
because of the small size of the individual sources. In  this chapter the dipole 
transitions are considered in an infinite medium and in a two dimensional 
waveguide structure, w ith only gain guiding in the x direction.
The edc method is used to calculate the electromagnetic fields in the 
guide. The formulation used here is the same as that used in preceding 
chapters, i.e. TE and TM  to y. Although the dipole is considered as an 
infinitesimal source it is important to consider it  as a vector source as w ell. 
It  is assumed here that in any elementary volume there w ill be a random dis­
tribution of dipole directions and that these dipoles can be w ell represented 
by three orthogonal dipole sources of equal strengths.
The solution is to be found by using a Green’s function to calculate the 
power coupled from a point source. The fact that this is a vector point 
source requires the Green’s function to be a dyadic *.
G(x,y,zpc0 ,y 0 .z 0)=  Gxx+G yy  + Gzz (6-1.1)
Where Gx = xGXJC + yGyx + zGzx etc. 2. The dot product of a dyadic w ith a 
vector is another vector. There exists a special dyadic I  for which EF= F l=  F 
for any arbitrary vectro F, so that T= x x + y y  + zz and I  is the idemfactor.
In this chapter the dyadic Green’s function for a dielectric waveguide is 
derived. This dyadic is a symmetric dyadic in that FG=GF and 
G(r;r0) = G (r0 :r). This is used to calculate the increase in power per unit
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length in the waveguide due to spontaneous emission. To do this the power 
emitted from a dipole in free space is calculated so that this can be compared 
to the calculations in Chapter 3.
Calculations of the effect of the variation of drive current and 
wavelength have been made. A number of graphs of results have been plot­
ted for corresponding spontaneous and stimulated emission spectra. ( Kane 
band tails 2, ?) = 0.5kT.kT^25meV. ) Some analytic expressions which explain 
these graphs have been obtained by using the approximate expressions for 
transitions between parabolic bands.
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6-2 The E lem entary D ipole in  In fin ite  Media
This section outlines the calculation of the total radiated power from an 
infinitesimal dipole in infinite media.
For a dipole in an infinite homogeneous medium the fields can be
described by only the electric vector potential, Ayt fo f a y  oriented dipole
w ith  no loss of generality in the far field. 3  The electric and magnetic fields 
are then given by
E =  -  “  juA (6 -2.1)
&
fiH= V  x A  (6-2.2a)
V X V x E + n 2l 02E =  — J(r) S(r—r 0) (6-2.2b)
Where J is the source term J = Irfy and the magnetic vector potential A  is 
given by
A =  fi J J G dv (6-2.3)
V
where G is the free space Green’s function.
G= exp ( - / K r - r O )  r > j .,  (6_2>4)
47r(r—r / )
Since J is y directed and the dipole is in an infinite medium the magnetic vec­
tor potential has only a y component.
For an infinitesimal dipole
(6  2 5 )
y Airr
The magnetic potential in spherical co-ordinates is obtained by resolving Ay
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in to r  and 0 components ( see Fig 6-1 )
Ar =  Ay cos(0)
A q=  —^ ysinO)
From the wave equation, in spherical co-ordinates it follows that
Er = — jo)Ar =
E q-  — Jo) A q =
— jQifilrf. exp{ — jkr)  cos(0)
Airr
j (o  /jlI  qL expC — j k r )  sin(0)
Airr
/(/ex p( — jkr)sm(fi )
Airr
jk +
( 6 - 2 .6 a) 




The power flow from this dipole is given by the Poynting vector S. 
S =  E x H *  and the power flow is purely radial in the far field. The power flow 
across a spherical surface centred at the origin for r-> oo is then
P0(hv)= Vif R e C r . ( d r )





sin3(0 )r 2 d0 d<f>




( 6 - 2 . 1 0 a) 
(6 - 2 . 1 0 b)
( 6 - 2 . 1 0 c)
This result w ill be useful in finding the relative power coupled into pro­
pagating inodes by dipoles In a two dimensional waveguide.
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Fig. 6-1 Dipole in Spherical Coordinates 
The radiation from a dipole is most readily derived 
in spherical coordinates. The dipole is considered 
to be aligned along the vertical ( y ) , axis and 
a position in space is defined by the distace from 




This section derives a Green’s function for a two dimensional waveguide 
cross-section. The Green's function must give te solution
E (r) =  ff | g (  r  ;r 0 )ia >  /z J(r 0) d  v  0 (6 - 3 .1 )
Where r  is used to denote a dependence on x , y  and z  and r 0  denotes a depen-: 
dency o n x 0 ,y 0  and z 0 . From Maxwell's equations the wave equation for the 
electric field including a source term for current density J is
V X V x E ( r ) -n 2 l 02E (r)=  — jatfiJir') ( 6 - 3 .2 )
Substituting ( 6 - 3 .1 )  into ( 6 - 3 .2 )  and using the fact that
JO )=  / / / j ( r 0 )S (r -  i*o)dvo (6 -3.3 )
leads to
V  X V  X G (r y 0) — n 2k 02G(rpr0) =  — jo)(jlI ( 6 - 3 .4 )
so that provided V  .G(r:r0) = 0  it follows that the wave equation for the 
dyadic is
V 2G (r;r0) + n 2£^G(r.T0)=  — I 8 ( r —r 0) ( 6 - 3 .5 )
The form of the solution sought for E is that of LSE and LSM com­
ponents so that G is also formed from LSE and LSM components. The dyadic 
must be of the form of a summation over x directed modes although only the 
fundamental y directed mode is considered.
G(ry0)= £  |(V  Xy\f/p (r))Bp (r0) + £  (V  X V  *YXp (r))Ap(r0)j ( 6 - 3 .6 )
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The tw o functions of x 0  must now be found. Substitution of this into ( 6 -  
3.5), after noting that
( V  2+ n o X  V  Xyt/f) =
dz




— 1-8 2 





V 7 x f e ,( * .y ) *  z° \ ( x 0 .y0)
= — 8 (x —x 0) 8 (y—y 0) 8 ( z - z 0) I Z > Z i
The restriction to z>z0 applies so that the wave propagates away from the 
source. The expansions of the functions of x and y are
VXy^_Cx.y)e z°} (6 -3 .8 a)
Z + jPep'I'p (^.y)x -JPep(z-zd>
V V X n . ( * , y ) e  Jf>" ’ iz Zo) (6-3.8b)
2*  2y(x vW_  jo HXkiZiz dxQy 1 *oX(*-yry jnmp Qy z
j  &  mp ( z  Z j)
D otting '(6 -3 .7 ) on the left by V x y ^ n(x ,y )e ^ "^  Zo) and integrating 
over x and y and omitting subscripts for simplicity gives
7/3(z-Zo)
dz2 f f M .Qx dxdy + /3 2 / j\f/ 2dxdy (6 -3 .9 )
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= - S ( z - j r 0) | v x y i / r ( x o . y 0) e ^ (z z#)
Terms involving \fr and \ are omitted since, by restricting attention to  
the fundamental y  directed mode it  is possible to show that
/  dy=  0-•L dy
(6-3.10)
because x and are both even functions.
The other terms in (6 -3 .9 ) are simplified if  \f/ is normalised and separ­
able in x and y. Then f\f/2dx = f\f/2dy= 1 and
/ Mla* dx = * M la*
_  2 — _ 2% 2  rr 2  _  o2crx - n1/c0 cr^  p
(6 -3 .1 la )
(6-3.1 lb )
It  then follows that
/jSCz-Zo)
bz
+ 0 ; - ;0 (z -z o)R 2j. 2 (6-3.12)
= - 8 ( ; - 2 0 )[v x y i|f (x 0 ly 0 )e^ (2 Zo)
Now integrating over z between z 0— 0  and z 0  + 0 , remembering that z and z 0 
are interchanged for z<z0 gives




dz B n 2akl~ - W^o-yoK .ol,  ^jP'lf(x0.y 0)x
= — 2jf}B ne2ko (6-3.13)
The expression for B can now be w ritten as
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B =
V$nelko
S'l'teo-yo)* .a i f  ~- z - j p \ l / ( x 0 . y 0Xx.
dx o
(6-3.14)
The form  of A can be sim ilarly considered. Dotting (6 -3 .7 ) on Ihe le ft 
by V  x V  x y * ^ (z- Zo) and integrating over x and y  gives
e J P (z -z 'J
a* i + H
e - i f K z - z a)A
a* 2
m - d y  +  ( n , 2k  +  P 2 /
• ' a * 2 a?2 7
= - s ( 2 - 20) v x v x y x i ^ o - y 2o)
So that
h3 (z-z0) j a i  
6^2 + £ :
= - 8 ( z - 2 0) ( v x v x y x ( i0. j 0)e',( ! ' ' ,)
Since c-2{a,y2— cr2l)«n^kQ  it follows that
[nf Ak 04 + r i f l k  02cr 2fl ]=s o?i 2k 02 
and so integrating (6-3.16) between zQ— 0  and z 0 + 0  gives
A =
n 2n 2k  o
d2x(*o-y<>)* 2, 2 / r , . fl S ^ o -y o )
x -  n / k  02X (x  0 .y  0)y  +  ya
The Green’s function can now be written as 
G ( x , y . z . x 0 , y 0 , z 0) =  z > z  0
- Jfitp( z - z 0)
£ - -----------------
p ep n ea k 0
cW» (* .y )„
dx z+jPeptpte-yyx









z - j P e p ' l fp ( x 0 . y 0) i
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+ 1  -z-.
P  V P m p n / 2 n a2k0
d2x»(*.;y). 2 u Z  , ^  ax»C^.y) 
e * e y  x ~ n / * o 2 * , ( * -y^ -rfm p  —
d^pCxo-yo)-
6xo9y0
x -  £ * (*  o »y o)y+ y0 dx»(*o.y<>)mp
3Xo
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6-4 Dipole Power Coupled to Active Waveguide Modes
The power coupled from x .y  and z oriented dipoles in an active slab can 
now be calculated. The electric field is given by (6 -3 .1 ), the source function 
and the Green's function (6-3.19). The magnetic field follows from
Maxwell's equations. The smail fields involving and are no1
included in the following analysis. In  this case the LSM and LSE fields 
reduce to TM  and TE to z. However, since this section is interested in the z 
directed power flow, and these additional fields do not contribute any extra 
terms to z directed power flow.
In order to measure the spontaneous emission at the output of a real 
device it would be necessary to calculate the x directed power flow in order 
to calculate the far field pattern. The calculation of the x directed power flow 
follows directly from the Green's function in the same fashion as the z 
directed power flow but expressions are not given here.
For a y-oriented elementary dipole w ith source function
J= 70/S(x —x 0)S(y—y 0)S(2—z 0)y (6-4.1)





7 , 7 * OXn *- n f k § x ny - j ^ - —- z (6-4.2)
H =
14  e JSiz Ze> ■ ,
 , 2 . ,  Xn(*O-Jo) n  k 0 Xnx (6-4 .3)





)3 •x,, U 0^ 0>|Z C n x C
(6-4 .4)
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Where is a T M  astigmatism factor defined by
(6^ 4.5)
since x n(* ) can be normalised so that the denominator is unity. A similar 
astigmatism factor, Cc, can be defined for TE modes, C ^  and Cex are both 
greater than unity.
The modes of a lossless dielectric slab are not astigmatic. The phase 
fronts of such a structure are flat (See Fig. 6 -2a). In a gain guided structure, 
however, the phase fronts are curved, (See Fig.6-2b), as they are leaky wave 
type modes. This is most easily demonstrated for the fundamental mode of 
such a structure when it has a ch MCc/w). type profile. The phase front in the 
x-z plane can be shown to be curved by considering the solution for the 
modal profile. The profile is
For small x/w chGc/w)= 1 and the field profile can be approximated simply 
as
and the phase fronts near the guide centre are parallel to x. For large x 
chGc/w)-> exp(x/w) and the mode profile becomes
t^ (x ,z )=  chM0c/w ) e — ch^\x/W) ch^^x/w) e ^ 2 (6 - 4 .6 )
\f/(x.z')= chM/(x /w )exp ( — y/3z +  y /x^ ln (cli(x /w )) ) (6-4.7)
\p(x—  0 ,z) = e (6-4.8)
\}j(x»w.z)= e exp( —y/3z +  j/i^xlw) (6-4.9)
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So, fo r large x, the field amplitude decays exponentially (since /x/ is negative) 
and the phase fronts become increasingly x directed. I t  should be noted that
is also negative and so the direction of propagation is away from the 
guide centre. The mode cuts off when yJ = 0  but n11 is s till negative so the 
phase fronts do not change dramatically when the mode cuts off.
The x directed modes are not power orthogonal. Power orthogonality 
would require f  yi/r1^ 2 d^ dy= 0 , but this is not so. ( See (5 -4 .1 ) ) This means 
that the total power can not be calculated by summing the power in each of 
the modes. The total power propagating in the guide can only be found using 
a ll the orthogonal fields. For instance for LSM modes
For a guide that supports only a few x directed modes, (6 -4.4 ) is a use­
fu l result since the first odd and even mode may be power orthogonal. This 
is certainly true in the case of Gegenbauer polynomials as described in (5 -
The z-dipole w ill excite not only LSM, (T M ), modes as might be 
expected but LSE, (TE ), modes as well. For the nth TE mode
1 • ®
x E --------- ;------Xm(*oO O’yo) fcdym €_










w / x C / qZ )2
Pz = --------- z—-  Re





Again , some power is y  directed but Py « P 2 and can be ignored. The TM  
mode is excited and the z directed power coupled to a mode can be calculated 
as
6>M(/(>02ip i2 Re €/ €l Ix fa 0 )i2c « c ym (6-4.14)
The power coupled to propagating modes from the x-dipole can also be 
calculated in a similar fashion. For the TE mode
P z -
&)/x ( / q0 2I/3 l:
8 1 6^  I2£q
-Re I^Cxo)!2^ ^ (6-4.15)
w/xC/qZ)2 
2 8lea I2 16/ l2&o
€/ e l 6 *(*o-:yo)
6 *o
l<K*o)|2 C£C™ (6-4.16)
I f  the dyadic Green’s function (6 -3.14) had been reduced to contain 
components TE and TM  to z then the only TE component would be from the 
x-dipole. Sim ilarly there would only be two TM  components.
A ll these equations include astigmatism factors for both x and y field 
profiles. The x directed astigmatism is given by (6 -4 .5 ) and for the funda­
mental Gegenbauer polynomial and the hyperbolic cosine carrier distribution 
this becomes 4,5
c  _ r ( - M / ) r ( - M + 1A) 
x r ( - /x ) r ( - /t/+v4) (6-4.17)
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Where r  is the complex gamma function. This astigmatism factor is related 
to Peterman’s factor, K, in that K - C 1. This does not disagree w ith  
Peterman’s analysis, see Ref 6  equation (13), it is simply more convenient to 
express astigmatism in terms of C and not K. ,s-
The y directed astigmatism factor is given by
c„= la0l2 sinC cr^) sinh(<r^rf) cos(2cr*d) cosh(2cr^<f)+ ---
2 cH 2  cr/ / 2 p 2 p / /
(6 -4.18)
In an active medium <ry is no longer real but is perturbed so little  that 
Cy^C™^  1 . The x astigmatism factor is now expressed in product form as it 
was by Streifer 4  but using a quite different relationship 5 to expand the com­
plex gamma function in (6-4.13).
C n=
( - / x /  +  V4)e«'‘ / ' oon
n =  1
e - j ^ ' l n






V i— y J  +  / i
OO
n
n =  1
e - j n f,/n
1+ - m 11
I 1
(6 -4.19)
Now from its definition, (6 -4 .5 ), C 0  is a positive real number, so that 
C q =  (IC 0 I2)%= (C0C o)* s o taking the square root of the modulus sqared of 
(6-4.19) gives
^ _ (-m  +%)ImI ~
0 ---------1\ 7777 11- / u ' l - ^  + %1 n=1
1 +
U \ i
(n  — /xOln. +  Vi—  fi I2
1 +
4(n —  ftO
6-4.20)
This w ill be useful relationship in later discussions and holds for a ll 
wavelengths if  the correct value of p. is used. For astigmatic modes 
\/i^\ > \[t/\ and both are negative for guided modes. For modes near cut off 
tends to zero, and for such modes the astigmatism factor is dominated by the 
— iil term in the denominator.
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Fig .6-2a Phase fronts and amplitude of a lossless slab.
The phase front of a surface mode of a lossless dielectric 
slab is perpendicular to t*he dielectric boundary for all x 
even though the amplitude decays away from the interface. 
Incontrast the phase fronts of the modes of a gainguided 
are curved. The components of the phase front in the x and 
z directions are shown below for a cosh"4 profile.
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The phase front of a surface mode of a lossless dielectric 
slab is perpendicular to the dielectric boundary for all x 
even though the amplitude decays away from the interface. 
Incontrast the phase fronts of the modes of a gainguided 
are curved. The components of the phase front in the x and 
z directions are shown below for a cosh-2- profile.
Fig.6-2b Phase fronts and amplitude of a gain guided waveguide.
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6-5 Lateral Distribution of Sources
The sources considered in the previous sections are distributed in x 0  and 
y 0  and so an integral over a ll possible values of these variables is needed. 
Sources only occur in the active region so that the integral over y  is only 
between y=  ±  d . The y directed field function is c 0cos(cry0) so that
d
fy = f  ix(yo)|2dyo= i«o|:
- d
sin(2cr^f) ^  sinh(2c^ d )
2crJ 2 o' / /
(6 -5.1)
For vJJ-* 0  this result is equivalent to the confinement factor for y directed 
modes. The integral of the derivative is
«?= 7- d 0 * (y o) dy0= lcry l2la0f sinh(2o"^d) sin(2<r^d)2 ct" 2<ri (6 -5.2)
The integrals of interest for the x direction involve (/q 0 2 since it is a function
of N , the inversion population. If  
dipole in a refractive index n then
wsport is equivalent to the power from a
An^ ~ wspon dv = U f l U oD2 = qspon dv = —^ -w spon dv
2X,
(6-5.3)
The integral over x and y then gives the incremental power due to spon­
taneous emission coupled to a given mode w ith increasing z. Using the nota­
tion introduced in Chapter 1 this is 8 where —  = gP+ 8. For the y dipole the
dz
power couples to the TM  mode and
T M y: 6 =
8le,
-Re €/ € l
P
C £ C ym f  \x(x0)\2qsponfy dx0  (6 -5 .4 )
Where qspon is a function of M x 0) and <rv and hence/v are also functions of
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x0. The z-dipole excites both TE and TM  modes, giving
T E Z : 8  =
i« « ' 2
8 leM l2* 02 I* ,2 !2
8 < K *0)
2 €e
8 * o
Q s p o n f y
0
d x 0




C^Cy f  \X(x^ \2qspongy dx0 (6 -5 .6 )
Sim ilarly for the x-dipole both TE and TM  are excited giving
2 oo
T E X -  8 =  2 , 2 C ^ C y  f  l + ( * ^ i s p o n f y Re
8 1 6 * 1**, 0
dx. (6 -5.7 )
™ x : 8 =
8 lefll2le/ l2Jt04
Re €/ € l
OO
C 9 x ( * o >
0
L'n x L'y J
— oo 9 * 0
Qspon dx©(6 5.8)
These integrals can be evaluated numerically or some approximations 
can be considered. The functions fy and gy depend only on the y directed 
propagation constants and to a first approximation cry is constant in x 0. The 
integrals of interest for TE are then,
OO
/ i =  /  \ ^ ( x 0 ) \ 2  w s p c m  [ M * o ) |  ^ 0 (6-5 .9)
and
d'/'Cxo)
d*o vV m (W (*o)) <**0
(6-5.10)
and similar expressions involving x(x apply for TM  modes. As a first 
approximation the formula (3 -4 .19) can be used to represent wspon.
^  max t _ 2f X 0
* V *  « - f T ~  cosh 2(— ) 1 +  — —----- cosh * (----- )
2  y /2 N n w
(6-5.11)
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The integral (6 -5 .9 ) then becomes 
1 1 a  \bv I2 f  cosh2fi/( ——) cW /sinh(——) w
•^ max . — 2  rX0\ — — cosh n  )Nn W 1+
N max cosh 2( —- )  w dXr, (6 -5.13)
For the fundamental mode function, \p(x  0), since the zeroth order Gegen- 
bauer polynomial, C^\  is unity, this becomes
N  00max
N 0  -
f l&Qpcosh2^  ^ (——) dx0  X J w
N 2 00■*v max
2yJlN0  _J
f l&Q^cosh2^  2^(——)d x 0  - (6 -5.14)J w
This can be solved using the substitution t = cosh 2(x  q/ w ) 7 so that the 
integral (6 -5.9) is proportional to
. ^max ( —mO 
0  * 0  ( —/r  ^+ %)
1 +
N, ( - mO
2\l2No ( - / / + ! % )
= FriN) (6 -5.15)
J
In equations (6 -5 .5 ) and (6 -5 .8 ) it is the —-— — which appears and not
dxo
\ff(x  0). Using the same approximations a similar integral to (6-5.1) can be 
formed from (6 -5 .10) which must also be solved. The integral for the fun­
damental mode function, */r0, gives
G 0( N ) =  C 0 I[l I2  ^max (6-5.1)
 ^  ^ Nmax ( — / i / + l )  
2\/2No ( - /a 7+ 2 %)
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More complicated formulas for higher order modes could be found by the 
same method. However, the gain in such modes is always far less than that in 
the fundamental modes and so this has has not been done.
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6-6 Results
Several graphs have been plotted to illustrate the behaviour of the dom­
inant spontaneous emission terms. The graphs are arranged in sets of four 
for different waveguide thicknesses and stripe widths. The current spreading 
calculated in Chapter 2 is used to find the injection current density into the 
active layer. The effects of carrier diffusion are calculated by the numerical 
method described in Chapter 2. The carrier profile is then approximated by a 
cosh- 2  profile by matching the carrier density at the stripe centre and stripe 
edge. The real part of the refractive index has been assumed to be linearly 
dependent on the carrier density 8 but the gain is obtained from the gain 
curves calculated in Chapter 4. These gain curves do not show a linear varia­
tion w ith inversion population and so at each wavelength, and for each injec­
tion current density, the slope of the gain curves is approximated using the 
values at the stripe centre and stripe edge. A ll the parameters in the expres­
sions for 8  in section 6-5 can then be calculated.
The first graph in each series of four shows the integral over the cross 
section of the spontaneous emission parameter qspon. This is included to give 
a reference and to show that the wavelength dependence of the total spon­
taneous emission, calculated in this way, is simply a blurred copy of the cal­
culated curves in Chapter 4. The blurring occurs because peak spontaneous 
emission is dependent on inversion population and hence position, in x.
The second graph shows the frequency dependence of the total TE cou­
pled spontaneous emission. This is mainly power coupled from the x 
oriented dipole but about 2% is from the z oriented dipole. The TM  coupled 
power is less than the TE and the ratio between TM  and TE is dealt w ith 
separately. The z oriented dipole also couples about 0.02% of the TM  power. 
The contribution of the x oriented dipole to the TE power is about 3x10” 4 of
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the y oriented dipole.
The third graph in each series shows C0, the square root of the astigma­
tism factor. This parameter tends to infinity as the real part of fi goes to zero. 
This happens when the mode is cut off and can be qualitively explained as a 
very large number of power orthogonal modes being required to express the 
astigmatic gain-guided mode. As the field spreads out this number increases 
and so C0, ( and K  ), becomes infinite.
The fourth graph in each sequence shows the TE coupled power divided 
by the integral of the spontaneous emission over the cross section and divided 
by K  ( = C q ). This graph is proportional to the y confinement factor 
divided by Peterman’s effective width. The position of the peak gain is also 
plotted on this graph to show the variation of this parameter for laser diodes.
The graphs show that for w ell guided modes far from cut off the spon­
taneous emission is proportional to K. However, for this case K  tends to 
unity. For the peak gain the effective width is nearly constant provided the 
gain is positive. In other words, for laser diodes, the spontaneous emission 
seems to be proportional to K . Near cut off the effective width becomes large 
and so the analysis breaks down. This point is discussed further in the con­
clusion.
Two other graphs are also presented. These show the variation of the 
ratio of total TM  coupled power to total TE coupled power for different 
waveguide widths and thicknesses and the individual contributions from each 
of the dipoles for one of the examples above.
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6-3d Spontaneous emission coupled to the TE mode divided 
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F i g  6 - 4  T h e  f o l l o w i n g  f o u r  g r a p h s  i l l u s t r a t e  t h e  v a r i a t i o n  
o f  p a r a m e te r s  d is c u s s e d  i n  t h e  t e x t  f o r  a 7 /Am s t r i p e  w id t h  
a n d  0 . 3 ja m a c t i v e  l a y e r  t h i c k n e s s .  T h e  p a r a m e te r s  a r e  
show n f o r  a  r a n g e  o f  p h o to n  e n e r g ie s  a n d  d r i v e  c u r r e n t s .
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F i g  6 - 5  T h e  f o l l o w i n g  f o u r  g r a p h s  i l l u s t r a t e  t h e  v a r i a t i o n  
o f  p a r a m e te r s  d is c u s s e d  i n  t h e  t e x t  f o r  a 10 />m s t r i p e  w id t h  
a n d  0 . 3 jkm a c t i v e  l a y e r  t h i c k n e s s .  T h e  p a r a m e te r s  a r e  
shown f o r  a r a n g e  o f  p h o to n  e n e r g i e s  a n d  d r i v e  c u r r e n t s .
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F i g  6 -6  T h e  f o l l o w i n g  f o u r  g ra p h s  i l l u s t r a t e  t h e  v a r i a t i o n  
o f  p a r a m e te r s  d is c u s s e d  i n  t h e  t e x t  f o r  a  7yu  m s t r i p e  w id t h  
an d  0 . 2 5 / 4 m a c t i v e  l a y e r  t h i c k n e s s .  T h e  p a r a m e te r s  a r e  
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F i g  6 - 7  T h e  f o l l o w i n g  f o u r  g r a p h s  i l l u s t r a t e  t h e  v a r i a t i o n  
o f  p a r a m e te r s  d is c u s s e d  i n  t h e  t e x t  f o r  a  7 / t m  s t r i p e  w id t h  
a n d  0 . 2  yum a c t i v e  l a y e r  t h i c k n e s s .  T h e  p a r a m e te r s  a r e  
show n f o r  a r a n g e  o f  p h o to n  e n e r g ie s  a n d  d r i v e  c u r r e n t s .
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F i g .  6 - 8  T h i s  g r a p h  i l l u s t r a t e s  t h e  v a r i a t i o n  o f  t h e  
r a t i o  o f  TM  t o  T E  c o u p l e d  p o w e r  f o r  d i f f e r e n t  a c t i v e  
l a y e r  t h i c k n e s s e s  f o r  a  7 j j ^m s t r i p e  w i d t h .  T h e  r a t i o s  
a r e  a l m o s t  i n d e p e n d e n t  o f  d r i v e  c u r r e n t  a n d  f o r  t h e  
r e s u l t s  p r e s e n t e d  t h e  T E  c o u p l e d  p o w e r  i s  g r e a t e r  t h a n  
t h e  TM c o u p l e d  p o w e r .
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Fig. 6-9 The power coupled to the guided modes from the 
different dipoles for a 7 ^m stripe width and 0.3 fAm 
active layer thickness is shown here on a log ( - log ) 
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The spontaneous emission in an active optical waveguide has been 
analysed as the emissions from elementary dipoles in the active layer. The 
dominant terms are for TE type modes from the x directed dipole and for TM  
type modes from the y directed dipole. The contributions from these, and the 
other possible dipole orientations have been evaluated. The TE modes do not 
couple power from the y dipole and the TM  coupling from the x dipole is very 
much less than from the y dipole. The contributions from the z dipole is 
about 0.2% of the total for TE and 0.02% of the total for TM  modes in the 
examples shown. (See Table 7-1).
It  is possible to get the result that the TEX and TMy contributions to the 
spontaneous emission, expressed as a fraction of the spontaneous emission, are 
proportional to Peterman’s astigmatism factor 1, K. I f  the y guidance is dom­
inated by the real refractive index difference so that o*y is real then Cy = 1 and 
if  it is independent of x then fy is the y confinement factor. I f  ee is also 
independent of x then from (6-4 .5 ) the TEX contribution divided by the total 
spontaneous emission over the cross section is
oo
— oo
I f  weJj is defined as
OO oo
/  l « K * 0 ) l 2  d * 0  /  qspm d x o
oo (7-1.2)
OO
/  l^(*o>|2 Ispm <**<>
oo
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then the f raction of the total power coupled to the mode is
(7-1.3)
This applies equally to the TMy contribution.
This cannot be applied directly to the TEZ coupling unless the structure is 
an index guided structure in the x direction. For an index guided structure
case for the limits previously described for TEZ coupling
Since Icrx \2/n2k Q « l  this term is small.
The TM Z coupling involves gy and not /  and so is smaller than the TM^ 
term by a factor of about lcry 12/n2kQ The TM X coupling involves differentials 
w ith respect to both x and y  so that the power coupled is smaller by a factor 
\dy \2\crx \2JnAkQ to make this a very small term.
Attention is drawn at this point to the approximate expressions for F(N) 
and G(N), equations (6-5.15), (6 -5.16), for the integrals II and / 2, equations 
(6 -5 .9 ) and (6-5.10). Each of these involves a C 0  term which implies that 8 in 
a ll cases is proportional to C q = K. However, if  the expression for C 0  is sub­
stituted into (6-5.15), (6 -5.16) then the dominant term in C 0, the — p! in the 
denominator, is no longer present. The functions F(N) and G(A0 should not be 
considered as being proportional to C 0. This implies that 8 is not proportional
7  d x o= ~  l( rx |2 7  W l 2 d x 0
- oo V 0 — oo
oo
(7-1.4)
For a gain guided structure lerx I2  must be found by direct integration. In this
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to K  but to C 0. This is simply explained by considering the expression for the 
effective w idth (7 -1 .2 ). For a gain guided mode w ith TEX or TMy excitation
the denominator, but only in the form (n— This has a minimum value of
result that when C 0-* 1 this product is also one and as — ^  reduces this pro­
duct increases, but not as fast as l / (  — 0  and it s till has a finite value when 
/x/ = 0 . It  is not suprising then that the graphs of the last section show that 
the fractional spontaneous emission coupled to waveguide modes is not propor­
tional to K when the mode is near cut off.
OO
(7-1.6)
and so wej^ is proportional to C 0.
The remaining terms in the expression for C 0  (6 -4 .1 ), also involve ^  in
one when yJ is zero and for — / /  large is approximately — yJ• This has the
Table 7-1
This table shows the approximate relative coupling 
strengths from the different dipoles to the TEoo 
and TM oo modes. These results are for a 7 /Am stripe 




X 1 4 1<T7
Dipole y =0 0.5
z 2 10* 2 10+
7-2 Review of results
The analysis of this thesis has not concentrated on the peak gain in the 
the waveguide which is used when the aim is to study laser diodes. Rather the 
aim has been to investigate the dependence of the effects of spontaneous emis­
sion in waveguides w ith gain. The numerical examples must use corresponding 
gain and spontaneous emission profiles from the same calculation of band to 
band transitions if  this aim is to be acheived. For this reason a computer pro­
gram to calculate simplified emission spectra has been developed. To produce 
realistic results some band tailing effects have been included so that, unlike 
models which rely on parabolic bands, the emission spectra do not cut off 
sharply at the band edge.
In  order to calculate the carrier density profile for a realistic device, 
current spreading and carrier out-diffusion have been considered. This results 
in a numerical profile for the carrier distribution in the active layer. This car­
rier distribution has been approximated to a cosh-2  profile in order to analyse 
the electromagnetic fields in the waveguide. Several other approximate profiles 
have been considered both for the carrier profile and the electromagnetic field 
profile. These have been shown to be unsatisfactory for describing modes near 
cut-off in gain guided waveguides.
The spontaneous emission coupled to gain guided waveguide modes has 
been calculated and numerically generated results for the cosh- 2  carrier profile 
have been presented.
These results show that the astigmatism factor of Peterman 1 only holds 
for the peak wavelength when the waveguide has gain. For the peak 
wavelength the astigmatism is dependent on carrier density but Peterman’s 
effective volume is almost constant. The gain guided modes cut off at energies 
near the band edge. This causes the astigmatism to increase to infinity. The
- I n ­
effective w idth in Peterman’s analysis becomes zero. For waveguides w ith  
built in waveguiding, through the real part of the refractive index, the modes 
may not cut off at low photon energies. However, the astigmatism factor for 
such waveguides is not identically unity unless the waveguide is passive. It  
can be close to unity when the guiding mechanism is predominantly due to the 
real refractive index differences.
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7-3 Suggestions for Further Work
As w ith  any thesis it  is not possible to cover the entire topic in three 
years. There w ill always be some calculations which have not been performed 
or short cuts which could be avoided given more time. Some gaps le ft by this 
thesis are worthy of further study and these deficiencies are noted.
The model used for gain and spontaneous emission is extremely simple 
and contains a ll the necessary features required of it. However, it would be 
possible to extend this analysis to include variation of parameters such as tem­
perature and see how the model behaves. The analysis could also be expanded 
to include other H I-V  semiconductors! particularly InP-InAsP which has taken 
over from GaAs as the major material for lasers for communications systems. 
This would simply mean exchanging the effective masses, band gap, refractive 
index etc. of GaAs for those of InP. The calculations would be identical. This 
simple change is quite important if  the results are to have practical impor­
tance.
The properties of gain guided waveguide modes have been outlined using a 
cosh- 2 Cc/w) formulation for the inversion population density. Several other 
possible approximations have been outlined but were rejected as being unsuit­
able. It  would be useful to continue w ith these approximations to calculate 
the spontaneous emission as before.
This thesis only considers gain guided modes. Most guiding structures 
now include some passive, real refractive index, guiding as well. This should 
be included in the analysis. The simplest method would be to use a slab 
approximation since there would then be a suitable place to put the slab boun­
daries. The solutions for the electric and magnetic fields would then show a 
field profile confined to this slab for low injection currents, as expected. The 
spontaneous emission could be calculated relatively easily through a slight
-1 6 0 -
modification of the results for the gain guided case.
The calculation of spontaneous emission in a gain guided waveguide calcu­
lates only the emission coupled into the fundamental transverse mode. The 
total power coupled into the other transverse modes is not calculated, nor is 
any attention paid to the continuous spectrum of radiation for the y  directed 
modes, although this is certainly of importance if  the results obtained here are 
to be applied to semiconductor lasers.
No treatment of the near and far field patterns produced at the output of 
the kind of travelling wave amplifier described here has been undertaken. 
Before the results of this thesis can have any practical importance the near and 
far field patterns must be analysed and compared to measured results. 2
The main feature of this thesis has been the calculation of the wavelength 
dependence of the effects of gain and spontaneous emission. In many practical 
instances, particularly calculations about laser diodes, the gain spectrum may 
be considered very broad and the spontaneous emission spectrum even broader. 
However, for any non resonant device the wavelength dependent effects 
become important. Serious consideration is currently being given in various 
research centres woldwode to the use of single pass optical amplifiers in optical 
communications systems. Whether they are used as laser power amplifiers, 
optical repeaters or signal boosters in an optical receiver the importance of the 
wavelength variation of gain and spontaneous noise and spontaneous emission 
is certain to be of importance.
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